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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

_

To the Citizens of Belfast and Wa'do County:

country

sacrificed in the World War, and of supplication for His divine
mercy and for
His blessings upon our beloved
country;
And Whereas, the Governor of Maine issued a
proclamation on the thirteenth day of October, 1921, in harmony with the
thoughts and purposes of the

President’s proclamation;
Now, Therefore, I, by virtue of position as Mayor of Belfast, the shire town
of Waldo County, hereby admonish all citizens of Belfast and Waldo
County to
bear definitely in mind the requests of our President
and Governor and whether
in their homes or elsewhere cease fijom all activities of whatever
nature from
twelve o clock noon on Friday, November
11, stand ird time, for a period of two
minutes in accordance with the pro:lamations of our
President and Governor
above referred to.

v

Discussed in.

Morals

Without hesitation most of us would ;
liat.it is not, but the stern parent in
W: v Girls Leave Home,” which will be
,vn at the Colonial Theatre. Ncvem- !
h and 9th, is firm in the jhelief
it is? sham and ingenious mode of
jahng the backs of women. In id.rect ;
rast to this assertion Anna Q Nil!-!
who is the featured
pi aver in
screen
play, contends that there is
:,ing suggestive about an evening
£v.wii, and th it furthermore it. serves to
? women more attractive in the eyes
heir admirers

Minstrel

egion

istice

Kevue

Day

are

under the direction of

Production Co

being lieid
Mr.

Lyle

This company pro-

(d Katchie-Koo last'winter under the
of the High school. The MinRevue will be one of the finest pro

.-es

>

ns
r

this company puts on, a guaranits success.
Mr. Wilson is very

usiastic

over

the

material

with

he has to work.

All the best singBelfast and vicinity have been in-

.Ti

to
as

Such

take part.
Charles and Earl

well known

Hammons,

M-

Key, B. L. Davis, Harold McKeen,
Casey, Alton Johnson, Janies Thailand others will be sufficient to draw
The first part is the rriinproper and tile setting is said to he
onest ever seen in Belfast
The seci

houses.

part is a musical comedy with chorus
k by both boys and girls. The Legion
Tie people of Belfast and vicinity to
;• ihe date in mind and lend them their
port by attending. The Legion has to
end upon this means for supporting

maintaining

its organization.

Armistice Day, Nov. lltli, the Les planning its usual celebration.
A
tall game will be played on the Mc:i
field between the High school
he Legion. This will be a game well
t'-h
>d
i

seeing and should draw a large
In the evening the Legion will
its annual ball in the Armory,

who do not dance will lind this
well worth attending as the Legion
■' present;a part of the Minstrel Kevue
-e

the ball.

Music will be furnished
MrKeen’s orchestra and a big event is
re

narrow

minded

whose foresight h. s never jco.ie
beyond the four walls of his hon\e. The
broader viewpoint on this question can be
brought about by educi-ion and religion,
and by a saner and more appreciative
consideration of their daughter’s problem
by the parents
Prominent members of the cast supporting Miss NilDon include Claude King,
Julia Swayne Gordon, Maurine Powers,
Coit Albertson, George Lessey, Dan Mason, Kate Bl.anke, Kathryn Perry tMrs.
Owen Moor?) and others of prominence
m the screen world.
E.

BURKE HEADS THE BOSTON

SCHOOLS
Jeremiah E. Burke, a former Belfast

who represents the John B. Kog-

son,

old-fashioned,

»

their Minstrel Revue at the Co-

Theatre. Rehearsals

an

person

and Arm- J.

Fians.

Thursday afternoon and evening,
10th, the American Legion will
:,ent

lie is

young man, who studied law with the
late Win. P. Thompson, has been appointed acting superintendent ot the Boston

schools to succeed the late F. V. Thompson.
Tile salary is $10,000. Mr. Burke
is remembered here as an exceptionally

bright young

man

with the best of habits.

He was born in Frankfort June 15, 1867.
After attending tlie town schools he was
graduated from the Bucksport Seminary
in 1886 and from uolby College in 1890.
He gave up the practice of law to become

educator.

In 1891 he became superintendent of the Waterville schools and a
an

year

the

later was called to

Marlboro, Mass.,

to 1904 he
schools.

was

like position in
schools. From 1894
a

with the Lawrence, Mass.,
1904 lie has been an as-

Since

superintendent in Boston. His
Waldo County friends extend congratulations and best wishes.

sistant

MISS

IRENE

self to

It is also suggested and requested that in
harmony with the expressed wishes
of many of our citiaens, all customary business activities
in Belfast cease for
the day in reverence of the day and its significance in our
American History
The fire whistle of Belfast will blow at twelve
o’clock, noon, on Armistice
Day as signal to the citizens of Belfast for the two-minute period of prayer and

•‘Practically all of a woman’s life is
centered on being attractive to either her
husband or inlim te friends,” said Miss
New Warner Photoplay
Nnl>o i, s ndvng demurely.
“Surely, if
we tike away the right of a
woman to
.uacter and Star of
Why Girls Leave look her
we
her
of
the only
rob
best,
Home” Give Varied Views
her man.
with
which
to
hold
possession
i
But evening gowns are not to be despised.
is an evening gown the garb of dagra- In th? picture my father sternly objects
to my wearing the gown simply because
vs.

GETCHELL.

The Saturday issue of the Kennebec
Journal gives the following obituary of a
well known and popular summer resident
of this city:
friends of Miss Irene Getchell will be
grieved to learn of her death which occurred suddenly about midnight, Thursday, Oct 27, at her home at 55 Eastern
avenue alter a
short illness.
Private
funeral services will be held at the iate
home at 2 o’clocl^Sunday afternoon. Oct.
30.
Miss Getchell was 25 years of age
and is survived by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William 13. Getchell; one sister,
Ca herine; and three brothers, Cecii of
Belfast, and Alton and Williams of this
city. She wras educated in the Augusta
schools, Smith Grammar school and
Cony High school, and Kent’s Hill semiShe was eta s treasurer as well as
; nary.
an officer in the Eroinathian
Society at
Kent’s Hill.
For a period of about twro
years she was employed as telephone
operator at the Augusta exchange of the
N. E. Tel. & Tel. to.
Miss Getchell had
a very sunny and cheerful
disposition and
'was popular with all who knew her.—

MISs FRANCES A. SARGENT

the

The unusually sad news'of the deathmf
Miss Frances Adelia Saigent in Portland
reached her Belfast relatives and many
friends Monday afternoon.

W.

learning

the business

as

city,

and in 1860 the sister and brother
returned to Belfast. Thomas became a
partner with Sherburn Sleeper in the store

WESCOTf, Mayor
churches

Rev. John Moore of New Haven.
Ct.,
wiil preach as a candidate for
the Federated Church here next

poor

Sunday.

She had been

(FOUNTAINS
The foundation upon ^hich
this institution rests is as
stable and sturdy as the eternal rocks. We have builded
the

structure gradually,
though surely, and accumulated strength in capital and

surplus through honest methods. May we ask for your
account?

The City
National
Bank of Belfast

Miss Olive L. Michaels has beeii in
j Mrs. Wesley J. Bailey of Brunswick
Unity several days, the guest of Mr. and ! arrived Saturday to visit her son, Free
W. Bailey, and other relatives.
Mrs. John H. Webb.
Mrs. Rufus Copp
week’s visit in

the services.

E.

Wednesday afternoon,

Hazeltine,

the Ladies’

Howard,
Thursday evening, mid-week

Brown o£ Bancor called

on

f-iends in Troy last week.
Charles Hawes, who passed the summer at the home of his brother, G. W.

and

the active

bearers

Mrs. A. M. Milieu of Providence, R. I.,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. L. W.
Pearson.

Telephone

2

McKenney.

Miss Edna D. Crawford

was

called tc

W. Jennys.

Plymouth, Mass., last Saturday by the
Mrs. H. L, Curtis has returned home death of her aunt, Mrs. Edward H. Dunfrom visits with her daughters, Mrs. Le- bar. She returned home Tuesday morning
Roy S. Green and Mrs. Walter Aldus in
Mr. and Mrs. Thor R. Olsson, who have
been guests of the latter’s parents, Mr
Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Mary R. Esty left Saturday for and Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth, have
her home in Natick, Mass., after spend- gone to Gardiner, where Mr. Olsson has
a position with the Central Maine Power
ing several months with her niece, Mrs.
Company.
M. O. Wilson.
Miss Anne M. Kittredge has returned
a
few days’ visit at Eggemoggiu,

WEST MONTVIELE

from

where she

was

the guest of Mrs. George

Henry McCorrison has moved to Bruns-

C. Bosson, Jr.

wick.

Edward Evans and family have moved
herefrom their home in Waldo for the
winter and are living iu the Robert F.

Mrs.,Ralph Holmes of Stoughton,Mass,
is visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Guy Lenentine and chiidreu
cently visited relatives in Troy.

Russ house on Bell street.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute and
daughter, Elena B., left Monday for a
short pleasure trip including visits
Boston and in Providence. R. I.
Alberta W.

Miss

|

Thomas Thompson has exchanged some
with parties in Brooks for an automobile.

cows

Farnham returned

Thursday from a short visit with relatives
in Detroit, Mich. She was accompanied
by her aunt, Miss Myrtle W. Herrick of
Rockland.

j

Mark L.

Bradford Webber and Mr. Mason and
grandson of Monroe were in town las
week calling on Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W

Pierce of New York are in Belfast this
week, called by the death of Mr. Thomas

Howard.
Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Howes and daughter of Bangor were in town last week
visiting relatives. They also visited relatives in Palermo.

W. Pitcher.

Parker,

R.

N.,

Howard recently, purchaser

timber land that is next to the Curtis farm, of Fred Myrick.
some

Albert L. Pitcher of Boston, Mrs. Daniel
Pierce of Washington, D. C., and Daniel

Miss Alice R.

it-

Thomas Thompson and daughters Gracie
and Thelma were in Brooks Sunday.

in

now con-

nected with the public schools of Skowhegan, spent several Jays in town last
week, the guest of her parents, Mr. and

Charles .McCorrison of this town and
Mrs. Cora Vose of Knox have purchased
a
house and lot in Thorndike of Henry

Mrs. John Parker.

Mrs. William A. Hartshorn, who has McCorrison and will move there soon
been visiting relatives in Boston and vi- ! with their families
cinity the past two weeks, arrived last i
Sixty-five thousand girls disappeared
Thursday and is rooming at the home of
last year why do girls leave home?
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute.
I

j

I

Mr. and Mrs. Benj. F. Eames o£ Sandyand Inglewood, Calif., have been

i point

a few days
on their way to
Since their marriage Aug.
California!
i 17th they have been in Sandypoint.

in Belfast

Received

|

another

shipment

of the'

!

famous

|

The greater service these
wonderful silk hose give

daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pennington, who
have been at their Northport home since
June, left last Wednesday by motor for
their home in Washington, D. C.
They
will visit in New York and in Newark,
N. J.,

en

route.

Mrs. S. W. Johnson has been visiting
relatives and friends in Belfast for some
time and will leave Monday for a Bhort
visit in Brooks while on her way to
Skowhegan,where she will spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs. William B.

Woodbury, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Glidden left Monan extended trip west. Mrs. Glid-

day for

den will visit relatives in Denver for a
few months and later join Mr. Glidden in
California for the remainder of the winter. They have made an unusually large

;

jloleproof

is proven by the fact
that the immense Hole-

proof factory is
ent unable to

at pres-

supply

We have received another allotment and advise that you purchase

immediately

y

quirements.
Black

Colors:

o u r

Russia Ca f

Hon. and Mrs. James P. Taliaferro and
their guest, Mrs. Stockton, who have
been at the former’s summer home during

White.

the summer and early fall, left last Wednesday en route for their home in Jacksonville, Fla. They went in their louring
and will visit in Boston and in New

York, starting South Nov. 7th.

IvaD Kimball has returned from

I

a

hunt-

ing trip in the vicinity of Jackman. He
was fortunate in shooting a
fine deer
which was brought home in Gay Holmes’
auto.
Mr. J.

Harvey

H.

Moore,

who purchased the
faim on upper

Cunningham

Waldo avenue two years ago, has returned to Lawrence, Mass., for the winter, and has opened a lunch room there
which is supplied with vegetables from
the farm.
Mrs. Moore, who was Miss
Lillian Johnson of Waldo, will manage
the farm during her husband’s absence.
The location is one.of the most beautiful
in Belfast, the land extending to the
Citypoint woods road and the property
including the log cabin on Beaver Tail.
Mrs. Moore's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson of Waldo, and her
sister,
Miss Flora Johnson, a teacher in the
McLellan school, will make their home
with Mrs. Moore during the winter.

In all money affairs be sure. Don’t
think; don’t sunpose; don t guess; don’t take anything for
granted
When you pay a bill, get a
receipt. When you hand
money to anyone speak out the amount.
And know
exactly how much you have AHE^D
To this end

CHlNCEsf^^08

ACCOlJM’ ANb

4% Interest Paid

Compounded May

on

TAKE

Savings Accounts,

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

NO

1st and November 1st

Waldo Trust

re-

Brown

number of friends in Belfast and plan to
return here in the spring.

car

the

demand.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Collins have
i moved from Brunswick to Belfast, where
they have taken a house on High street.

!

BramhaM’s Market

Mrs. Roland M.

James Cunningham has returned from
few weeks’ visit at the home of his

MRS. EDWARD H. DUNBaR

ARE CHEAPER

30c- per lb.

daughter,

Fern, accompanied by Mr. Henry
Lynds, were week-end guests of Mr. and

were

will be part of a program
for a countrywide propaganda on
cancer, to give our
people information on cancer, one of the
deadly infections.
It is urged that all
people attend this meeting and hear these

Maine Lobsters

Mrs. W. C. McKenney and
Miss

j

devotional

service, followed by lecture by Dr. Morgan, under the auspices of the Maine
Pubiic Health
Society, on “The Control
of Cancer.” The meeting
this evening

LOBSTERS
Fresh

j

Howes, Elmer A. Sher- i
mrn, Ben D. Field and Ralph A. Bram- a
hall. The burial was in the family lot in daughter, Mrs. Manson Low, and family
Grove Cemetery.
! in Dorchester, Mass. He attended the Anderson-Low wedding, the latter his grand-

avenue-

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY

parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Davis.

parents,

Messrs. James H.

Circle of the church meets at the
home
of Mrs. Fred
Belmout

TROY.
Dr. E.

8th.

Miss Lillian Davis was at home from
the U. of M. to spend Sunday with her

j

a

the guest of

Mrs. F. M. Eastman.

__

to attend

has returned from

Winterport,

letters,

The Uniyersanst Church will
hold
preaching services next Sunday morning
Wednesday, October 26th, to attend the
Crosby place and was acquired about
at 10.45 with sermon by Rev.
William 1870. Several
Teachers’ convention in Portland, but
years later he built the
Vaughan. Sunday school at noon. All
residence now on this location.
In May,
before reaching there was taken ill when cordially invited.
1862, he had married Olivia Maria MillShe
an abscess burst in one of her ears.
Methodist Church. People’s Meth- er. who died in May, 1891, with no issue
went directly to the home of her aunt,
from this union.
The following eight
Mrs. Mattie Sargent Haskell, and was oJist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
years were quietly lived by Bister and
for
left
pastor;
her
friends
better
wnen
No.
7
Court St.; telefeeling
parsonage,
home Saturday. Later in the day she phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service brother, until in September, 1909, Eliza
died. Her death was not only a deep
at 10.45. Sunday
was taken critically ill with acute diaschool, 12 m. Evening
service
at
7.30.
betes and never regained consciousness.
Prayer meeting this, grief to Thomas, but a peculiar loss.
1 heir mother dying while Thomas was
Her cousin, Mrs. Jessie Sargent Pattee, Thursday, evening at 7.30.
I still a
baby.j had left his care and upreached her Sunday afternoon and reI
Prof. John J.
mained to accompany her remains home
Martin, Ph.D. of the bringing entirely to the older sister.
i
Never did an older sister feel the responMiss Sargent was Bangor Theological Seminary was in
Wednesday' night.
!
Belfast last Sunday and
more keenly or fulfil the oblithe
born in Belfast, Jan. 8, 1883,
younger
occupied the s.bility
of the First Parish tUnitarian) gation more punctiliously. While Mr.
daughter of Charles H. and Adelia A pulpit
Pitcher was a home-loving
church at the first
person, he
meeting of what is :
(Carter) Sargent. After graduating from
did not forsake numerous interests outknown
as the Federated
church. There
the Belfast High school in 1902 she wer t
was a good
attendance and most favor- side. He was for many years a director
to Gorham Normal school and graduated
able
comment
is heard of the sermon.. i of the City National bank, a constant
in
she
has
in 1909. Since then
engaged
attendant of the Unitarian church where
The music was furnished by Mrs.
teaching. With the exception of a year
Clemen,
W. Wescott, Mrs. Melvin O.
he was long a member of the standing
each in Columbia Falls and in North Conand
Dickey
j
Mr.
John
with
first
in
here,
Miss
she had taught
Parker,
Amy E. Stod- committee. He acceptably handled the
way, N. H
dard as organist.
Hazeltine fund for the worthy poor and
Grade I of theMcLellan and more recent- j
was a member of Phoenix
!
school.
She
V
the
Peirce
of
in
Grade
Lodge, F. & A.
ly
The First baptist Church. Rev. M. Before the death of his sister, Mrwas ever a faithful, conscientious teacher
aDd was beloved by her pupils. In 1900 j Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13 Pitcher had the good fortune to secure
she united with the Baptist church and Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath ser- the assistance of Miss Rachael Anderson
when health permitted had been a regular j vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible schooi at as housekeeper. For 21 years Miss Anattendant not only of the church, but of 12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week derson has not only been'a faithful and
competent manager, butjalso a companion
its allied societies. She was also a mem- devotional service Thursday, 7:30.
Pastor Sauer's Sabbath
and confidant of these last years. Her
ber of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F. I
morning theme
of Emm3 White Barker Tent, D. of V., is ‘‘A Vision of a Warless World.” Gov- faithfulness will Jong be remembered by
and of the Teachers’ Club. Her death ernor Baxter’s proclamation will be read Mr. Pitcher’s .friends and appreciated by
falis with cruihiug force upon her wid- designating Tuesday, November 11, as his survivors. These include nieces, Mrs.
owed mother, who lost her other daugh- Armistice and Disarmament Day in the Annie M. Pierce of Washington, D. C-,
l
State of Maine.
Mrs. Frank L. Towle and Mrs. Eyron L.
ter, Mrs. William L. Cook, in May, 1920.
At the evening service an
Always in delicate health she frequently
attractive Pitcher of Belfast; a grand nephew, Albert L. Pitcher of Waltham, Mass., and
went beyond her strength as she did in feature will be the service of song, led
by
She leaves a wide organ and orcbestra.
going to Portland.
Pastor’s theme: A a grand daughter of his late wife, Mrs.
1
circle of friends who mourn with the Vision of a War in Heaven, and of A Arthur C. Melcher of Newton Centre,
bereaved the loss of a reliable and useful Woman Clothed with the Sun; Rev. 12. Mass. The, funeral was held from his
late resiueuce Tuesday, a former paster,
life.
The funeral will take place at the Everyone cordially invited.
Pattee home on Northport avenue, where
Appointments: Monday eve,, “Bright- Rev. Harry Lutz of Newton Centre, Mass.,
she and her mother had been living for ening up the corners”—the
vestry of the olliciating, assisted by Rev. George C.
some time, Friday at 2.30, with Rev.
church undergoing a thorough
Sauer of the local Baptist church, a perrenovation
George C. Sauer officiating. Rev. and at the hands of the enthusiastic Christian sonal friend. The honorary bearers were
Mrs. Harty H. Upton, their daughter Endeavor Society.
Tuesday evening, Mayor C. W| Wescott, Hon. R. F. DunSheila of Spriagvale and Miss Beulah F. Tounger Boys’ social postponed to
Nov. ton, Selwyn Thompson and Charles P.
come

Mrs. Alice C. and Mrs. Frank E. Bramhall returned home Friday from a visit,
with relatives in Laurel, Mont.

I* W. P. A Co.
In 1887 the brother and. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Manley L. Harrisister retired
from business to their man.
home at 5 Franklin street. The home
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clirk of North
that Thomas Pitcher had provided for his New Portland arrived
recently to visit
wife and sister was known as the Gov. the latter’s
Dr. and Mrs. Chas.

CITY POliNT

SOLID AS THE

Joseph A. Paquette spent Sunday in
Springvale, the guest of Rev. and Mrs.
Harry H. Upton.

j

Elizabeth E., wife of Edw. H. Dunbar,
pKennehec Journal.
died Saturday morning at their home in
returned
to
Boston
Thursday.
Hawes,
DARK HARBOR.
Plymouth, Mass., after a long illness
! Mrs. Sarah F. Knight ha6 returned
John Getchell has torn down his old
which had required surgical treatment!
a short vacation
home
from
includtrip
and
is
blacksmith shop
Mr, and Mrs. John W. Pendleton obbuilding a new
She was born in Belfast, Jan. 3,
|
1859, the
in
Boston and Norton, Mass. one.
Frank Thompson and brother are
ed the liftieth anniversary of their | ing visits
latest facts for the control of this dread only child of Manley E. and Emma (Ellis,
lied life very quietly at their own At the latter place she was the guest of doing the work.
Dodge. All of her early life and school
i disease, sent out
by the American Society
iae
in Islesboro Sunday, Oct. 30th. her daughter, Miss Ruth Knight, a stuFrank Conner and Mrs. Ella M. Mcdays had been spent in Belfast and her
Control
of Cancer.
Friday even- later life in
yratulations from relatives, friends dent at Wheaton College.
Kenney, both of Troy, were married Oct. ji
Plymouth. Her only son.
ing,
regular meeting Troop III B. S. of A.
neighbors were received; some in a
Mrs. J. F. Wilson left Tuesday to spend 23rd at George Willistou’s, Mrs. WillisEdward Manley Dunbar, died about 14
H. Robertson, scoutmaster.
George
substantial form.
Mr. Pendleton the winter with her son, Jesse E. Wilson, ton performing the ceremony.
years ago.
She was a member of the
ist passed his seventy-fourth birth- in Los
The remains of Mrs. Grace Knowles
Angeles, Calif. She will visit her
Messrs. Arvine and Harry L. Wales of Womans’ Club of the Eastern Star of
|
and is hale and hearty for a man of
| son, Frank P. Wilson, Esq., in New York were brought from Lewiston (her late Massillon, Ohio, have been at the former’s ! Plymouth, Mass. She was beloved by
*.
'ears.
all who knew her in her girlhood days in
hornet Wednesday, Oct. 2Cth, for inter- summer home at Saturday Cove the
(
i en route.
past ;
ment in her family lot in Fairview ceme- week en.oying the beautiful fall weather Belfast. The funeral wa6 held at her late
1
tery. Her age was 93 years and 5 months. and the local gunning. They have taken home Monday and the remains arrived
She was a woman of fine, strong charac- several auto
with
Belfast sportsmen. | here Tuesday morning by boat, accompatrips
nied by her
ter and was much loved arid respected in
husband and Miss Edna D.
Mrs. Albert C. Burgess left Wednesday Crawford, the latter going to Plymouth
Troy, her, old home
j to spend the winter with her son, Kenney on the receipt of the news of her death.
Is an evening gown the garb of degra- A
^CAPIT*VV\
j
Burgess, in Providence, R. I., where ! A prayer service was held at the grave
dation? See "Why Girls Leave Home.”
in Grove Cemetery, Rev. Wm. Vaughan
they have taken an apartment
|
SURPLUS
of the Universalist church officiating.
ipated.

Miss Maud Gammans left Tuesday tc
spend the winter in New York.
Miss Emeroy Ginn returned Thursday
Miss Annie M. Bean left
Tuesday for
from a short visit in Boston and
vicinity. visits in New YorK and Boston.
Miss Grace H. Hayes returned SaturMrs. Allan M. Howes will leave Thursday night from a few days visit in Port- day to spend a few weeks with her parland.
ents in Atlantic, Iowa.
Mrs. Benj. Ellis and children of Ban
Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins wiii'
gor are visiting tier mother, Mrs. Ellen leave Friday for Port Orange,
Fla., where
Sanborn.
they will spend the winter, i
re-

Miss Eugenia Wentworth of BostoL
Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder will
now occupied by
Harry W. Clark & Co., •
has been visiting her cousins in Knox,
and Eliza was forewoman of the cloak de- leave this week for a visit with relatives
Mrs. Perley Bradford and Miss Myrtle
in Boston and vicinity.
partment. The two subsequently bought
Mrs.
Geo. O. Holmes has been in Port- Wentworth.
out the former owner, and became assoMrs. Lena Twombly Melcher of Newland recently, the guest of her daughter,
ciated as T. W. Pitcher A Co.
They
Mrs. Eben F. Littlefield and family.
ton Centre, Mass., arrived Monday, callec
later changed their location to the
present site of the City Drug
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Webb of Unity by the death of her step-grandfather, Mr
Store, on whose
panels may still be seen the
were guests over Sunday of the latter’s Thomas W. Pitcher.

in her usual health when she left home

Pnilbrook of Brewer will

PERSONAL

Ralph E. Michaels was in Unity
cently for a short visit.

conducted

by Blanchard, Converse & Co. of that

supplication.
Issued at Belfast, this second day of November, 1921.
C.

PERSONAL

The death of Thomas W. Pitcher, which
occurred Saturday, October 29th, at 3 p.
m., followed a brief illness caused by
prostatic infection. With him passes the
last of the Belfast male descendants of
Fisher Ames Pitcher, who with his brothers, Jonathan, William, Luther and Calvin, came to this city at the beginning of
the last century. Born in the Pitcher
district, November 15, 1830, Thomas W.
was the youngest of the seven
children
of Fisher A. and Eliza
(Whittier) Pitcher.
His education was confined to the schools
of Belfast. As a boy he
began to clerk in
the dry goods store of the late Sherburn
|
Sleeper. With his sister, Eliza A., Thomas
spent five years in Boston applying him-

pause from their accustomed occupations and labors on Armistice
Day, from
twelve o clock noon, for two minutes
thereafter, for a period of silent prayer of
thanks to the giver of all good, for the valuable and valorous lives of this

Modes

FIVE ( ENTS

THOMAS WHITTIER PITCHER

Whereas, the President of the United States by proclamation done the thirtieth diy of September,
1921, called upon all the citizens of this country to

ScENefooM "Vv-f;Y GlRLSlLE».VE KdttE*^»c^

NOVEMBER 3, 1921.

CASTINE

UNITY

pioned by President Harding. Aa we understand it this proposition for a limita-

Journal

The Republican
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tion of armament ta a yea and nay proposition. We do not understand what Vice
His
Admiral Kato has up bia aleeve.
language suggests that Japan has some
propositions to submit and unless these
were first settled and the United States
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“And tho’ nothing can bring back the
hour of splendor in the grass or glory in
the flower, we will grieve not, rather
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Pneumonia and Sore Throat.
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(At all Druggists!
THE EXCESS PROFITS TAX

—Wordsworth.

A bill is before the United States Senate which provides for the repeal of the
excess-profits tax, the repeal to take
feffect on the first day of next January.
There has been a prolonged and some-

PAY WHAT THOU OWbST
Mr. Arthur Balfour, deputy president
of the Association of the British Chamber of Commerce, was the leader, phil-

what bitter contest and at times the departy of bate baa lowered itself to the level of
English manufacturers who recently partizan politics. The Democratic SenaThe tors almost to a man favor continuing
spent five weeks in this country.
avowed object ot this visit was to get a the excess-profits tax in a somewhat
The Republicans, with
near view of economic conditions in the modified form.
United States, but the blawsted H’Amer- the exception of six, favor the bill for
icans are so deuced stupid, ye know, old repeal and of raising the money now
top, that the party felt impelled to do a yielded by the present law by other
At means which it is claimed will be more
certain amount of missionary work.
auuaio, N. Y., where he and his party nearly equitable on all corporations. The
were entertained by the Chamber of support of this claim is found in the fact
Commerce of that city, Mr. Balfour that many of the very large corporations
said:—“The English people are anxious which have been making enormous profits
to pay their debts to the United States have paid very small excess-profits tax
and they will do so if they have the op- because their stock had been watered
England does not care to re- again and again and their great profits
portunity.
taliate upon the United States with a were absorbed by the dividends paid on
It is the duty of the United this stock which had cost its holders
nigh tariff.
States at the present time not to raise nothing. President Wilson did not favor
barriers to employment by allowing the the excess-profits tax when he signed
The United the bill establishing it. It was a war
English mills to perish.
States must part with some of its gold, measure forced upon him and upon the
and the way to do it is to buy from the country by the emergency of war. Mr.
est of the world.” In the first two sen- Glass, Secretary of the Treasury, in his
annual report in 1919, and Secretary
tences of the above there is more than a
hint that unless we make tariff conces- Houston in his report, both Democrats
sions the English government will repu- and both able men, recommended its reThese men believed they were
diate the debt due the United States. peal.
Not content with that Mr. Balfour had right. Mr. Glass said in his report: “The
he audacity to tell the people of this Treasurer’s objections to the excessountry what their duty is in regard to profits tax as a war expedient have been
such tariff matters as would interfere repeatedly voiced before the committees
with the prosperity of English business. of the Congress. Still more objectionMr. Balfour must have been aware of the able is the operation of this tax in peace

osopher and spokesman of

a

makes concessions allowing Japanese
colonization in California! gives up all
claim on the island of Yap, and does a
few other things at the dictation of
Japan,gthere will be no disarmament by
Japan. In brief, we fear that Japan intends to bluff the United States if it is
possible to do so. She may learn that the
United States is not as spineless as China
has been in her dealings with Japan.

Does this Offer
Appeal to You?

There was a time not long agojwhen a
great many people apparently;;believed
that the best way to get things done was
to let the government do them. Perhaps
there are some office-holders who still
hold the opinion that every emergency
should be met by an appropriation from
the national treasury and by the enactment of a new law establishing a new
bureau. There are many who are not
office-holders who profess to believe that
the government can abolish unemployment and produce prosperity by decree.
There are others who seem to believe
that the best way to run large business
enterprises is to take the management of
such businesses out of the control of the
people who have built them up, and have
made them successful. fThe swivel chair

We feel that the Journal ought to be in
every home in Waldo County, and in the
hands of every former resident of Waldo
County. After many years service with the
paper we can truthfully say that The Journal never had a better list of subscribers
than at the present time. We need the support of every one in the county. The cost is
small ($2.00) for 52 issues of the Journal.
Subscribe today and we will give the issues
of November and December of this year and
all the issues of 1922 (new subscribers only)
for

economists, some of the corner grocery
philosophers and nearly all the socialists
seem

to be agreed that more government
practical business in

in business and less

government is just what the country
needs. The sound common sense of the
country does not think so and it protests
against government management, ownership and all other socialistic tendencies
which are becoming frequent a ad emphatic.
_

It is frequently said that labor is entitled to a share of the profit of their inWe admit that without reservaBut if there is no profit, as frequently happens, what then? We wish

dustry.
tion.

the railroad brotherhoods would answer
that question.
Government

ownership

of

railroads

Great Britain tax payers a billion
dollars. Government ownership cost the
tax payers of this country much more
than that because we had more railroads
in the operation of which money could be
wasted.
cost

$2.00
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BIDDEFORD, Me., Oci, 27, 1921.
time. It encourages wasteful expendiTo the Editor of the Republican Journal:
ture, puts a premium on over-capitalizaI wish to announce through the coltion, and a penalty on brains, energy and
ax of 33 per cent on about 6,000 articles,
umns of your newspaper my candidacy
That enterprise, discourages new ventures and for the nomination for Governor of the
many of them made in America.
proposed law was enacted and went into confirms old ventures in their monopolies. State of Maine.
In the last primary election the vote
effect on the first day of October, 1921. In many instances it acts as a consumpwas as follows: Parkhurst, 19,285; DeerEngland does not believe in a tariff. She tion tax, and is added to the cost of pro- ing, 16,418; Milliken, 13,283; Jack, 1,766.
favors "Safeguarding of Industries.” duction.and will, so long as it is In the Republican campaign I made sixThis new import tax is very much high- maintained on the statute books, con- teen speeches and devoted much time to
the success of the Republican ticket.
er than
average tariff ever in force tinue to be a material factor in the infact that his government was formulating a law which would place an import

any

England is England and it cieased cost of living.” This was a stroag
arraignment of the excess-profits tax
s none of our business if she fixes a ICO
import tax on every thing made by a fearless and honest man. Mr.
per cent
What j Houston, who succeeded Mr. Glass as
which it brought there for sale.
Secretary of the Treasury, held the same
excuse can be made for the jug-handle
views, and events have shown that their
was
w-hich
Mr
offered
by
proposition
America.

:n

Buffalo?

Balfour at

English

.nese

On the day

views were sound to the core. We believe
that the Democratic Congress was justified in passing the excels profits bill and

that

visitors sailed for home

Mr.

Balfour said:

are

most

"The

anxious to

British people

pay

the

we believe President Wilson was justified
in approving it, In 1918 business was

United

the money they owe, both
principal and interest, but unless you allow us to trade with you freely, this will
States all

booming, wages were higher than ever
before in this country and people were
spending

j
!

money lavishly. Manufacturers
made enormous profits and in that year
the United States treasury raked in $2,500,000,000 in profit taxes. Every dollar

;

of this vast

Mr. Balfour did
become impossible.”
how Great Britain would pay

not state

her debts to the United States if we
would allow her to "tiade freely” with
us, but the method is well understood

sum

of money

was

taken out

After the sad death of Governor Parkhurst, the President of the Senate became Acting Governor for the unexpired
term.
It seems by party precedent that
my candidacy should receive serious consideration at the primaries next June.
If nominated and elected, I shall try
to give the State of Maine the best administration that long and active experi
ence in legislative and business matters
can command.
There are many real economic measures that the State ought to adopt.
Our
highway program should be on a permanent plan. The deadwood in some departments at the State House should be
cleared away, and some departments
should be thoroughly reconstructed and
re-organized. Our educational an charitable institutions should be maintained at
a high standard.
The Government of the Stat%of Maine
should never interfere or threaten to interfere with business as long as business
behaves itself.
No expensive experiment with the taxpayers’ money should
be attempted.
I shall not be swayed by any particular
fancies or fads of my own, but will try
to administer the affairs of the State of
Maine in a careful, prudent and business-

England wants to ! of the pockets of the consumers by an
buy German goods at German prices, j expensive scheme of indirect taxation.
‘bring them here in English ships, to I The war ended almost three years ago
sell them to us for American prices, to and we still have the excess-profits tax,
take pay for them in gold and to give which this year will yield only about oneGermany credit for the same, minus ex- fourth as much revenue as it did in 1918.
pense;
They do not want us to “raise The government should no longer con- like
barriers.”
They want to “trade freeiy.” done iniquitous profit taking and share in
over

there and here.

Our representatives at the armament
will not only have the ad-

order houses who heartily favor the Balfour propaganda, for reasons which are
The most of

us

the payment of its debts of

honor.
The

“mistress of the seas,” a country
owns one-third of the habitable
Slone and dominates one-fourth the people of the earth, a country, which, acwhich

cording

to

th%e estimates of its

own

sta-

their

JOHN

E. NELSON A CANDI-

DATE FOR CONGRESS.

ground

Augusta, Me., Oct. 26, 1921
To The Republican Journal:
As you have probably noted, I am in
the contest to succeed John A. Peters in
are about 6,000,000 men in the organized
case of his resignation.
I have a great
and active armies. Of these China has
many friends and acquaintances throughabout 1,370,000, France about 1,000,000, out the district and assurances enough of
the British Empire about 740,000, Italy support which, if discounted fifty per
would make me feel that I have a
about 300,000, and Japan about 300,000. cent,
very good chance of success.
has
Greece
Even little
250,000, Spain
I am especially anxious to make a good
250.000, Switzerland 170,000 and Turkey showing in Waldo county. I lived there
as a boy.
My mother’s people were old
152.000. Beside this France, Italy and
settlers in that county, and I have many
Japan have a well organized reserve
on

own

but will be able to say that in the fourteen principal nations of the world there

that

welch in

HON.

conference

believe, i vantage of being

“The United Kingdom of
however,
Great Britain and Ireland and of The Dominion Beyond The Seas” should not

Yours very truly,
JOHN P. DEERING.

the boodle.

We have many bankers, brokers, imporand big retailers, especially the mail

ters

entirely selfish.

manner.

i

tisticians has a wealth of more than $130,relatives there.
100,000 000 ought not to try to evade the force, the first mentioned has about 4,about 4,000,000, and
payment of the $4,000,000,000 we loaned j 000,000, the second
it when its national existence was in 1 the third 1,845,000. After giving these
figures Mr. Hughes can say to the foreign
'peril.
representatives, “Gentlemen, our army
consists of 145,000 men, We have completed our limitation of armament as far

$amAen-JtMaul
HATS and CAPS

Some

men BUY hats
Others merely have hats sold
to them

Name the brand what
you

ever

buy

Learn where to get quality
Know where to get satisfaction
Ask for what you want
Insist on getting what you
want

The more men discriminate
the wider our market for

Lamson-Hubbard Hats
*—

Sold by

-

DWIGHT P. PALMER
OWENS

BROTHERS

as

land forces

are

concerned.

What

going to do? The chair awaits your
Our representatives can also say
that we are not imperialistic. We have
ambition for world power. We do not
covet the possessions of any other nation

means

If every nation represented at the conferference should sink the last of her ships
there

would

agression,

It is

as

far

as

no
danger of
Jn limitation of

possible, push

called,

belief that
remedy sold

our

in^B^B

and such unstinted endorsement from so many
well known residents of
cities, towns, and villages in this state as “L.
L.
Atwood’s Medicine.
Genuine testimonials by
the thousands are on tile
[raising it for its wonderful success in relieving and curing every
form of stomach trouble,

limitation

the blame for failure will

not fall upon them.
Vice Admiral Kato is one of the Japarepresentatives who are on the
way to Washington to attend the arma-

indigestion,
dyspepsia,
acidity, loss of appetite,
gas, fluttering, nausea,
ment conference. He says the Japanese
bad breath, constipation,
delegation is coming in a “spirit of acbiliousness, etc. It is
commodation and compromise." He pre- j the safe, quick remedy.
I Buy it now at any store,
dicts that many difficulties will arise in
negotiations,

but says that the Japa-

nese delegates are determined to do their
'utmost to help realize the ideals chsx-

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland’s national remedy since 1695.
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed,
j Lock for the

name Gold Medal on
and accept no imitation

every

D. E. Smith, Sole
Box 68,

Drop

box

|

50 cents a bottle.

Pays

2 Per Cent Interest

checking

on

Satis-

faction assured by the
“L. P.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
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HALL & COLE, INC.
94 to 102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
Almost 75 y**ars in the same location in
Established 1848.

Charles R. Coombs

COMMISSION
FRUIT

Undertaker
at the rate of 10 to 35 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, safo
reliable treatment, taBBco will reduce
exyour weight without unnecessary
ercise and dieting, and will not in juro
rite
W
today
or weaken your system.
for FRBE 50c box enclosing 15c in
coin or stamps with this ad to
laaaco Co, *Maldea 48, Boston, Masse

Postage Stamps

TRESPASS NOTICE
Being the owner of a certain piece of
land, in East Belfast, 1 forbid the city of
Belfast or any person crossing or using
the land for road purposes.
ADRIAN F. JONES,
Bridgewater, Mass.
3w43*

AND

I

CHICHESTER S PILLS
A
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
IiBdlee! Ask your Drncalat for
Chl-dus-ter a FlluMondBrnd/Arf.
k Pills In Bed and Bold mctalUcVVy
S boxes, scaled with Blue Ribbon.'

f C£^*SEi»£BUSnKw|d
PILLAforV
f

DIAMOND It BAND
years known as Best, £ -fest, Always ReUibiT

uncanceled, collec-

SOLUBYDRUGG'SlS^wflflW

Belfast Savings Bank

Help Wanted
Civil Service examinuions, Belfast, November. Positions $1400 $1600. Age, 18 upward.
Experience unnecessary. For free particulars,
instruction, write R. TERRY (former Civi
Service examiner) 806 Continental Buildingl
2w43p
Washington, D. C.
~

MERCHANTS
PRODUCE

Prompt and efficient service. Stencils furnished on application. References
13t42
Any commercial agency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston,

in any quantity. State
what you have and price. Address
J. ANTHONY,
Box 485, Quincy, Mass.
2w43*

or

Boston's big market.

Apples Our specialty

_,

heading, hemlock plank,
one heading machine complete with belting
and shafting.
| also have cabbage and
Wanted, canceled
squash for sale.
tions, early issues
Tel. 117-11.

4t41*

Reduce Your Weight

sale.

buy-

canners.

Belfast, Maine.

postal and I will call.
CAN YOU BEAT IT?

accounts.

17 1-8 in, barrel

^^M
^^M

a

are

ing such stock for

Agent,

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

i

Also one horse,
safe for women to drive, one new milch
cow, dry hard and {soft wood, 8000 pairs

HM
HR

Rockland,

SINCE 1882

Manager

FOR SALE

e«s

MR

nese

the

Belfast, Me., Sept. 29, 1921.
To my friends who will be interested,
I would say: Mr. D. E. Smith gave a very
practical demonstration of his Iron Rust
and Stain Remover by removing a very
bad ink stain from a linen table cloth
with very little effort.
MRS. E. F. HANSON.
Note. Mr. Hanson was mayor for 11

I

suchl^^R

farmers will dispose of their thin
cattle this fall. W.
M. Little Company,

years.

no^^E|

long-continued patronage

of armament to the front as being the
main question. Then, if the conference
fails to accomplish the purpose for which
it was

good health

Owing to the short
hay crop many

Here is another as good as the other
TESTIMONIAL

COLD MEDAL

John E. Nelson

other
Maine has received

be

navAl armament it is your lead. We are
Our representatives
ready to follow.

should,

Sanford Iron Rust
and Stain Remover

in New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don’t allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

Christine A. Jones,

no

war

ADVERTISING

16799
DIED

BROOKS BRANCH

are

motion.

American

Republican Journal Pub. Co.

Good Wlo Tnt Cl
stomach

you

of

There is a good deal said about booming
Waldo County. The Journal is a part of the
county and has been for 93 years, and should
our county be on the map 93 years from today you will find the Journal. Help to keep
it there.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 13480, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has been made for
a duplicate book according to laws regulat-

ing issuing new books.
FULLER C. WENTWORTH,
Treasurer.

Belfast, Oct. 19. 1921-3w43

We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furniture or anything
have to sell. Drop postal or call
J. AUSTIN McREEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine

WANTED
Plain

Sewing and Mend-

ing at
24 Union Street.

HUMPHREYS*

Book
p,i, tor’s

the treatment
Every living thing” with
,f
.rnphreys’ Remedies; in
,dish, French, Spanish, Por-t^aese or German—mailed free.
on

PARTIAL LIST
FOR
Congestions, Inflammations

,,

1. l vers.
Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic* Crying. Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Children and ndulti
7, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis
2.

Toothache, Faceacho. Neuralgia
Hcaduche, Sick Ileadache, Vertigo
Dyspepsia, Indigest ion. Weak Stomach
ioup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
I uema, Eruptions
Hhcumutism, Lumbago
I ever and Aj£c.e, Malaria
idles. Blind, Bleeding. Internal. External
< otarrh. Influenza, Cold i.i Head
Whoopinfl Cou^’i
Asthma,Oppressed. Di fficu i t Breathing
Disorders of the Kidneys

jO,
l.
14.

5.
;

0.
j.

2H
37.
0. I rluary lucontiaeaec
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
drip, tirippe, l.c Grippe
ale

When Gen. Wood assumed the Governorship of the Philippines he said in his
inaugural address:
“It is my purpose, so to conduct the
government that it will be characterized
by economy, efficiency and true progress;
government of the people by their representatives to the extent provided in the
Jones bill; government characterized by
honesty and morality and appreciation of
the fact that public office is public trust,
that liiness is an absolute requirement
for appointment to office.
“There must be no turning back, but
steady progress on sound lines. The people of the Philippines have made wonderful progress during the last 23 years. I
doubt if any people under the friendly
guidance of another have made a greater
advance in the same period.
“This has not been accomplished by
the Filipinos alone, but with the absolutely unselfish aid of the United States,
acting through thousands of loyal and
unselfish Americans.”
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SUGGESTIVE
will

>
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a

Thrift
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hear it said that such

and

magazine prints suggestive stories,

he Youth’s Companion—52 issues

192}.

All the remaining issues of
1 he Companion Home Calendar for
All for $2.50.
Or include McCall’s Magazine, the
:ily authority on fashions. Both

Oklahoma,

as

Not

one man

in

told the Woman’s Nat-

politics,”

about

in

a

hundred and not

hundred

a

knows

one

continued Miss Robert-

son.

subscriptions received
SPILLED

at

this

THE

or

any

zone

plate

ojlice.

over

fum V\

200,

has been issued, advise the party
the plate, or he will be asked
•.plain where and how he obtained
lid Deputy Secretary of State EdSmith, in charge of the AutomoKegistration Departme it of State on
•day and he went on to sav:
e
were removing the 1021 plates
the storeroom to make a place for
arload of 1922 plates that has arrivWe took up to the shipping room
,li to last for the remainder of the
and gave instructions to remove
dance to another place, which 1
-ed was done.
ju can imagine
my surprise this
ng to receive numerous telephone
and visitors, all of whom said they
found a 1921 plate in the road or
here and was notifying this office
he owner’s sake.
I thought there
luite an epidemic of losing plates
oking about to see if anything had
> gone wrong I found that through
'understanding the balance ol the
plates had been thrown away on a
We visited the dmjip but
dump.
had disappeared.
f
is office
has notified officials all
the State and II. A. Shorey, Jr.,
of the Maine Vehicle Inspection
rlment, hss given orders to all the
mobile inspectors and highway poo
scan all cars closely, and if any
ers
above those given above are
to seize the plate and secure inition as to how the plate came into
person’s possession- for any person
or displaying any
one
of these
.ners will be doing so illegally.”

County

in

Their

Winters

in

South

American Countries,

estimations

the status of birds in
winter homes have been undertaken
the Bureau of Biological Survey,
d States Department of Agriculin connection with administration
:e treaty with Great Britain tor the
ction of birds migrating between the
ed States and Canada. That many
iese birds winter in South America
be surprising to some, but it is
n to be the case.
Valuable material
cted by Dr. Alexander Wetniore of
Survey, who recently returned after
ar's absence in Argentina, Paraguay
Uruguay, during which ite studied
tatus of our migratory birds in those
dries, will throw much light on the
-bject.
mong our more familiar birds that
VVetmore observed in South America
the well-known barn swallow that
geB with flocks of native swallows in
country.
Many of the species enintered were shore birds found through
marshy pampas or on the coastal mud
some were found to winter well
rtli in the tropics and others to travel
:.ir as the Straits of Magellan.
Among
game birds seen in Argentina and
where were the golden plover and
Loral sandpiper.
1 hat Federal protection of migratory
rds is proving a success is recognized
the majority of sportsmen and natu.e
ers, says a bulletin of the Survey,
ks, geese and other migratory game
is have not only increased in
number,
have reappeared in sections where
ey had not been seen for many years,
cently there have been a number of
iiries as to the possibility of arrang«
treaties with countries in Latin
merica for protecting migratory, birds,
mlar to that with Great Britain. One
the objects of Dr Wetmore’s trip was
obtain information as to the feasibility
such action.
on

■

The

story is

told

of

New York
sportsman who was spending his annual
ication in the Moosehead country, and
m engaged the services of an old French
1 (tier as
his guide.
1
hie day while out canoeing on the
-ke the sportsman kept asking the old
mi a
good many questions about the
liferent objects that attracted his stand
ation,
among other things he no'red a clump of cranberry bushes on
te shore and asked the old man what
they were, and if they were good to eat.
I he old man replied as follows:
“Good to eat, well I should say so.
1 ou take that little
cranberry, and stew
him, she make just as good apple sauce
as prunes.”
a

■
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CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
bears

Signature

of

and some P.A.
that’s due you!

We print it right here that if you don’t know the
“feel” and the friendship of a joy’us jimmy pipe—
GO GET ONE! And
get some Prince Albert and
a
on
the
bang howdy-do
big smoke-gong!
—

For, Prince Albert’s quality—flavor—coolness
fragrance—is in a class of its own! You never tasted
such tobacco! Why—figure out what it alone means

Princm Albert is
Bold in toppy red
bags, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound tin

—

humidors and in the

pound crystal glass

to your

tongue and temper when we tell you that
Prince Albert can’t bite, can’t parch! Our exclusive
patented process fixes that!

with
humidor
sponge moistener
top.

fifty

Prince Albert is a revelation in a makin’s cigarette!
My, but how that delightful flavor makes a dent!
And', how it does answer that hankering! Prince
Albert rolls easy and stays put because it is crimped
cut. And, say—oh, go on and get the papers or a pipe!
Do it right now!

Fringe Albert

Copyright 1921
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem,

the national joy smoke

N.C.

also rumors of other
Some of these
rumors have grown out of the movement to consolidate two or three of
the executive departments presided
over by cabinet members.
For instance, it is believed to be a fixed policy of the administration to consolidate the war and navy departments
into a single department of national
defense.
However, if current reports be
true, the dilemma as to Secretaries
Weeks and Denby is in a fair way of
solving Itself. While official denials have been made, the report persists that
Andrew W. .Mellon of Pittsburgh secretary of the treasury soon will retire
from that position. In that ease, Secretary Weeks would probably step into
the position.
Secretary Mellon is sixty-nine years old, the oldest member of the cabinet and there is no question but that bis position has been a difficult one. Ha
has found his position as head of the treasury department at this critical period in the tinanoes of the nation a much more onerous duty than he expected
when he gave his consent to serve last winter.

joy

pipe—

a

are

changes in the cabinet.

B»CUiwj

“I suppose you bit going to buy your
wife a very handsome birthday present?”
“I don't know what to do about it.
If 1 deplete the family funds to buy
Helen something worthy of her I deprive her of tiie pleasure of spending
the money.”
Another Game.
At playing cards I feel compelled
To say I’ve earned no glory.
But oh, the lovely hands I’ve held
In a conservatory.

I

Goodrich Will Aid Haskell

Proper Recognition.
“It
women

is remarkable that so many
should he working,” said Mr.

Food Monopolist.
“This ought to make life easy from
row ou," remarked Noah as the ark

lauded.
“To what do you refer?” inquired

Japhet.
“Our monopoly of eggs, butter, milk,
et cetera, with not a soul on
earth to start an investigation.”

heet,

Misplaced Formula.
The floor walker smiled courteously
as
the package-Jaden woman was
about to depart.
“Come again,” he
said, bowing politely.
“Yes,” replied tbe woman over her
shoulder, “and you must come and see
ns.”
Won His Bet.
Farmer—Yes, I read every one of
those speeches you printed in the Con-

“I was deeply impressed by Mr.
Hoover’s instructions to Colonel Haskell,” he added, “to the effect that
any member of the mission who mixed
in politics in Russia, or who showed an
inclination to discriminate in regard to
race, creed or politics, must be promptly dismissed. It is the absolute adherence to that principle that has made
the names of America and her great
citizen, Hoover, blessed throughout the
lands cf central and eastern Europe.”
Mr. Goodrich will go to London,
then to Moscow, by way of Berlin and
and according to presens piaus expects to spend the winter in Italy.
Unexpected delays inside Russia to American relief administration shipments, while the suffering in the famine district is increasing, have brought
more vividly into view the difficult transport problems.

!Itiga,

Allies Want Mexican Cash

gressional Record.
Senator—Did they benefit you?
Farmer—Y'es, sir; I won the $2 Zeb
Perkins bet that it couldn’t be done.
Pat died a few days ago and Mike,
while seated with the rest of the mournWhen he
ers, hurst forth into laughter.
returned home, his wife said: “What was
the idea of laughing at Pat’s funeral?”^
Mike—“Well, about two weeks ago
Pat told rne he didn’t believe in heaven
i or hell, and while I looked at him lying
there so peacefully, it just came to me
that he was all dressed up and no place
to go.”—Co-operator.

-QUAUW-FOOD“|
It’s
volume, but quality
not

{

in diet that aids healthful

j

growth.

j

Scott’s Emulsion j
is

a

quality-food

many need to
over
ness.

that,

help tide

times of weakIt’s rich in the

precious

vitammes.

AT ALL DRUG STORES
PRICE. $1.20 and 60c.
Scott & Boone, Bloomfield, N. J.
_ALSO MAKERS OF-

KM101D5
(Tablets

or

Granules)

INDIGESTION

If you have friends,
they should have

photograph.

your

VADU fellows who have been putting oft"
repair work and new building because
prices have been high can climb right aboard
this minute and BUILD NOW.

Your friends will appreciate
and cherish just the sort of

pictures

we

make.

M. A. COOK’S STUDIO

We’ve 'bought right so our prices are right.
The right Bird’s Roof will cost a whole lot
less than you think.

Main Street, Belfast

QOo use Collins

"Whether ycu need Bird’s Paroid, Bird's
Art-Craft (die or shingle design), Bird's Plain
Slate Surfaced, Bird’s Granitized or Bird's
Twin Shingles, we will be glad to tel! you
How little it will cost. Bird’s Roofs wiU
not catch lire from falling sparks.

(lll!nt/me

V'holeympiiic

Mounting

FOR RENT
Storage.

Automobile

Houses on Bridge and Water Streets.

BIRD & SON. inc, (Established 1795) Eaot Walpole, Ma&*.

WILLIAM A. CLAKk,
Over Banks’ Garage.

42tf

COOPER & CO.,

Dr. A. M. Lothrop

22 Water

St.,

BELFAST, MAiNE.

DENTIST
j

Colonial Theatre

It has always been predicted that
in the process of settling up after the
World war the allies would sny to
L'nele Sam, "Well, how about those
Mexican debts?” Anyway, for several
weeks Thomas W Lainont of J. P.
Morgan & Co. has been making preparations for a trip to Mexico City to
discuss with Mexican government officials the status of that country’s
ternal obligations.

JILLhPHONE

Second

This

Remedy

At the first symptom of a cough or
cold, breathe Hyomei. The best people
always have it iu the house and end a
cold before it ..ets deep seated. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co.

_27tf

hand

Kitchen

Range

State pr;ce first letter.

Box 185,

Mr. Lainont makes the trip at the
request of the International Committee of Bankers on Mexico, of which
he is acting chairman.
The Mexican
government extended an invitation to
tile cm mittee some time ago.
Accompanied by a secretarial staff and
statistical assistants, Mr. Lainont wil’
receive suggestions of the Mexican
government and report back to the
committee. The committee represents
British, French, Swiss, Dutch and Bel*
gian interests.
The external debt of the Mexican government lias been roughly estimated
at $200,000,000. This is exclusive of accrued interest, long in default, amounting to about $40,000,000 additional. England is said to be Mexico’s largest
creditor, with France probably ranking second.

Kepp

Building

336-3

WANTED

ex-

Between 1200 and 13(f0 persons applied
for admission at the opening of the Portland evening schools, 19 nationalities beBetween 40 and 50
ing represented.
teachers are on duty, largely from the
public school force. The countries represented are: America, Italy, Canada,
Furnished rent wanted for family of England, Poland, Norway, Sweden, RouBest references, Ap- mania, Ireland,Austria,Russia,
three for winter.
Lithuania,
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
ply to
Greece, Armenia, Assyria, France, Fin2w43
Maine.
and
Belgium.
Belfast,
Turkey
and,
v

Rent Wanted

GET ABOARD! PRICES ARE DOWN

James P. Goodrich, former govof Indiana, has sailed from New
York, bound for Russia to join the
staff of Col. William N. Haskell, director of the American relief administration's mission to that country. He
said tiie non-political character of the
relief organization, headed by Secretary Hoover, led him to offer his services.
ernor

Mur ridge.
“Women have always worked.” re“The principal difplied his wife.
ference just now is that they are working away from home and getting paid
for it!”

21-llsk

Always

Get the

Harding Cabinet?

BIRDS MIGRATE F.\R

Spend

Buy

years ago. This did not draw interest. It is still there and still $87.50.
Moral: Deposit your $100 in a bank where the
deposit will draw interest
and he compounded.

There

move

y

pose

Dispatches from Washington in
the press have reported that Att >rncy
General Harry SI. Daugherty is preparing to resign from President Harding's cabinet. The plan seems to be
that he probably will become a candidate for United Senator from Ohio.
If elected he would probably become
administration leader of the upper
branch of congress.

BEANS

you see any automobile number
of over 68-500,
any motorcycle
a number over 1 600, any dealer’s
,r over 775—with the exception of

800,

to

Anyway,

SERIOUS PROBLEM

wealth Avenue and St. Paul St.,
Boston, Mass 8

MI BODY

circumstances,

at the bank. I asked them if I had any
money there ami a., official told me mat
my old account of $100 was still on the
books and had multiplied to $800. He said
it was their ‘star account’ because
of its venerableness.”
So far so good, l'oung man,
put $100 in the bank and let it increase, to
$800. How can you make $700 easier?
Money works while you sleep, etc.,
etc.
And now gaze on the contrast. Mr.
Depew added that he had another
account of $87.50 which he
bark
deposited in the Westchester

Changes

atioqs only $3.00.
HE YOUTH’S COMPANION,

of

object lesson in thrift.

Had the heart to draw it out, although
sometimes I needed it badly. I always thought something might happen.
“Then I forgot all about it,” the
former senator continued. “The other
lay I was in Peekskill and dropped in

anything

“So both must learn together. Now
that suffrage has come women must take
up the new burdens of citizenship and
accept the
responsibilities put upon
them.”
a
“Being
Congresswoman, concluded
Miss Robertson, “does not compare in
honor and glory with being a mother
who gave a son in the late war. One of
these mothers of America gave the son
who will be buried with national honors
in Arlington on Armistice day.
I am
glad that boy is nameless, because he will
mean to the mothers all the men who
died for America and every mother will
think of him as her own boy.”

an

aloug about 1950 or 1960 when Chauncey M. Depew decides to retire from
the directorate of the New York Central railroad and pass his declining
years in rest and quiet at Briarcliff
Manor he will have a nice little nest
He
old age.
egg laid aside for his
told a reporter about it the other day.
“The first $100 I ever earned,” he
said, “was deposited in the Peekskill
Savings bank at iuterest. That was
more than sixty years ago, the year
before the Civil war started. It has
been there ever since, because I never

ional foundation.
woman

Lesson

Chauncey M. Depew Is made, by

A government never rises above the
purity of the precinct, Miss Alice Robertson, the woman member of Congress
from

Object
the force

MUST LEAhN TOGETHER

ICTX E
CO.
N.-w York--

mg that they present corrupting
in an attractive dress.
But there is
.i stiveness also of quite a different
ihe suggestiveness that quickens
eader’s sense of duty, stimulates
on, gives courage to face adversity,
■s against yielding to temptation,
his better kind of suggestiveness
nu will find on almost every page
he Youth’s Companion.
Which of
wo kinds of suggestiveness would
wish to have exert an influence in
amily life?
52 issues of 1922 will be crowded
serial stories, editorials, poetry,
and fun.
Subscribe now and re-

non

RrominentPeople

by druggists everywhere.
'■

i

GENERAL WOOD, GOVERNOR

GIRL’S STATEMENT WILL
HELP BELFAST
Many women will profit by the following statement of one of their sex: “I was

afraid to eat
trouble. Even

account of stomach
rice did not agree. After
I
can eat anything.”
Adler-i-ka
taking
Adler-ika acts on BOTH upper and lower
bowel, removing foul matter which poisoned stomach. EXCELLENT for gas on
the stomach or sour stomach. Guards
against appendicitis. It brings out poisonous matter you never thought was in
on

City Drug Store, Read &
Hills, proprietors, Postoflice Square, Bel-

your

fast

system.

Belfast, Maine

COFFEE

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,
Masonic

You

ere

lemple, Room 6,

likely lo like if

Residence at 45 High street.
Telephone 338-2

40

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving 9
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 W aldo Avenue, Belfast.

For Sale
The De Silver place situated in Prospect below Bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of land,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
River. Inquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
RALPH I. MORSE,
4w23
Belfast, Maine.

For Sale
THREE HOUSE LOTS on Waldo Avenue, be'tween Primrose and Bridge streets
LOUISE HAZELTINE,
Apply to
Admix. Charles B. Hazeltine estate.
2w4S*

Watch Your

Storage Battery

IN COLD WEATHER
Your engine works still in COLD WE ATHER
CARUARETION is
slow. Takes more current to start. Days are SHORTER, and your
lights are used oftener, which means more current.

Coupled %vith these adverse conditions your battery is less efficient
and lacks pep. Your battery freezes easily when run down or in a weakened condition.

We Will Test Your
Do nottake any chinces, but

Winter

com;

Storage

to

Battery FREE
us

=

at

first sign of weakness.

Repairing

LEWIS A. GANNON & CO.,
AT NORTON'S GARAGE, HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE

The pulsating, dynamic question of the oui illness of her sister,
hour—“Why Girls Leave Home."
Greenlaw.
The Sons of Veterans will have a pubMr. and Mrs. Taylor are

If Your Trouble

Is Scrofula
As Often Acquired

You have eruptions and sores,■find
perhaps enlarged glands of the
neck.
This blood disease affects
the internal organs, especially the
lungs, and if ueglec-ted may develop into consumption.
It causes many troubles, and is

f.ggravated* by impure
watt:, too much heat or

The funeral of Mrs. Leonard O. White,
who died Monday night at the residence
of J. F. Fernald, will take place there at

air, bad
coid, and

of-proper exercise.
in. i's Sarsaparilla, the bloodpurifying mean i:ie that has bee..
I with so mi
sat;
ion by
three generations, is wonderfully
successful in the treatment of
scrofula. Give, it a trial
li a .-.nliar;:
laxative is
needed, take Hood’s Pills.
van;

10

The News of Belfast.
Otto Thompson returned home Saturday from the Maine woods bringing two
sine deer with him.

New York.

Mrs. J. H. Young is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Will Arey and Mrs. Charles
Sast Belfast cottage and will spend the
Coullia.d in Hampden.
■winter at No. 42 High street.

and

Mrs. John R.

Dunton and

Margaret A. Dunton have closed
their cottage at the Battery and are at
Jieir

Church

street

residence

for the

winter.

big

Belfast’s

Mrs.

Luther

Butterfield

hospital,

Miss
Mr.

Barbara
d

a

Mrs.

Clements, daughter

R.

of

oe

Nov. 16th.
served at noon at one of

the evening State Superintendent Augustus O. Thomas of Augusta will speak
and the public is most cordially invited to
■

n

attend.
A

lal by the Diligent Club, in the
vestry of the Methodist Church, on
Wednesdav evening, Nov. 9, will open
.he series of pleasant evenings scheduled
so-

for this fall and winter by this organization of young ladies.
An entertainment
with refreshments will be provided, the

price of admission being ten cents.
public is cordially invited.
^

Tuesday of last week from the E. M. G.
Hospital.

pital

Aid, Mrs. Cecil Clay president.
Mrs. Clay wishes it to be distinctly understood that (he drivp is not for money,
but for supplies of all kinds. This will
in elude preserves,
jellies, canned goods,

cloths.
;o

old

soap,

linen, cleaning

The solicitors will make

house

canvass

a

of

Grammar

attended

the

Teachers'convention.
The old friends of Capt. J. F. Hutchwere pleased with a call from him

ings

last week.
40 years.
Lodge, F.

Capt. Hutchings resided here
He is

a

and A.
Lodge I. O. O. F.

member of Howard
M,

also of

Garfield

SWANV1LLE CENTER
Mrs. Caroline Marr remains about the

do County Hospital will begin Thursday,
Nov. 17th, under the auspicesof the Hos-

vegetables,

Carroll Young, principal
school and Mrs. Young,

The

The annual donation week for the Wal-

house

during that wreek.

same.

Mr. English has closed his house and
gone away to work.

Ray Robertson,Tyler Conant and Ralph
Robertson are up river on a hunting trip.
The friends of Leon Webster are very
to learn of his illness with infantile

sorry

paralysis.
There were sixty present at the Social
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Riley last Thursday evening.
>rrin J.

Dickey, real estate and insurant, has rented the William A. Clark
flat on Phenix Row, to Mr. and Mrs. Bert
0 Line of Providence, _R. I., who has
of the work

on: the new Litt'e
River bridge; also the house on Bay View
street for Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Macomber

marge

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Covell of
Gardiner,
the former the construction foreman of
he Central Maine Power Company.
to

and Mrs. William H.

Hall;

the

fancy work, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, Mrs.
Raymond R. Sherman and Mrs. Oscar B.

Wilkins; the aprops, Mrs. W. L. West,
Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins and Miss Bertha
A* Wilev, The Guild will meet next
Monday evening with Mrs. Kilgore.
Wibiam Towers of Searsport is in the
jail, being brought here last week by a
deputy sheriff from New Portland. He

to

quarterly meeting
will begin Nov. 10, and last over Sunday,
at the Chapel near Lewis Kingsbury’s,

'JNIIY.
ed

Harland Crosby has recently purchasa new Ford touring car.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pierce of Brewer

were

Sunday callers at Forest Webb’s.

Mr. Hoy M.

Hayes, principal

The N. E. M. A. held a meeting at
Comet Grange hall and elected the following officers: President, A. G. Nickerson; Vice President, Porter Webb; Secand Treas.; H. P. White.

were.

The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Riley are very sorry to learn they have
rented their farm to their son Frank,
and they are to move the first of November to Bangor to live with their son
Charles. They will be missed as they
take an active part in the church and’

:

*

Katherine

D.,

Mr. and Mrs. C

York,

who with

the

little

SEaRSMONT

Burnham to

daughter of

C.

Pineo, now of New
her mother and little

Miss A. W. Millett spent Oct. 27 in
Belfast, the guest, of Mrs. Estelle Millett.
Rosewood Chapter, O

spected Tuesday evening,

E. S.
Oct.

was

25, by

orolher Junior

Associate Grand Patron Leslie Ames

:iome

Camden.

are guests at the Quimby
Miller street, gave her first Hal.owe’en party last Friday and was very
on

The afternoon was
happy in the event.
spent with games, which were followed
with a dainty lunch served in the dicing
room decorated with Hallowe’en designs
and colors. The guests were Frances
3usse, Alice Brown, Alice Coombs, Anne
*ad Charlotte Cooper, Helen and Ruth
Fostei, Rebecca Holmes, Suzanne Miller,
Drusilla

Roderick,

Janet

inof

Charles Anurews was called »o
Rockport, Friday, on acount of the seriMrs.

high school, supplied

the pulpit at Albion

A little

from

a

son

was

Lafland

born to Mr. and Mrs.

Oct.

28th.

Detroit, Mich.,

The

was

where

he

was

a

delegate to the National Spiritualists,

Association Convention.
A masked Hallowe’en party

was

given

at I. O. O. F. hall by the students of the
high school Friday eve and all report a
fine time with the goblins and witches.
was fittingly decorated for the

The.hall

occasion.
Converse Nickerson of Mass, and Cal.

cal program.

Mis. Myra Brown and daughter, Mrs.
Nellie Bryant of Knox, were in Hertnon
Oct. 26 to attend the funeral services of
Mrs. Jennie Cox Snow who passed away

Hostess,

son

on

Hostess,

Mrs. H. E. McDonald.

CENTER MONTVILLE

FREEDOM
Dr. A. M. Small took a business trip to

The ceremony was performed by the
Rev. Otis W. Foye, pastor of Dorchester

Augusta last Saturday.

Stoves

Mrs

M.

R. Rogers were in

best |
Seth Banton and family spent last Sunday in Waterville.the guest of nis nephew,
man, and the ushers were Lester Low i
Norman Danforth and family.
and Manson Low, Jr., brothers of the
The teachers at the Academy and Olive
William
N.
C.
A.
Rogers
Rogers,
bride,
Stewart at the Grammar School attended
and W. C. Hyer, who preceded the bridal the teachers’
convention in Portland.
party to the selection “Here Comes the
was

j

j

veil of tulle fastened with lilies of the l
valley. She carried a shower bouquet of j

beautiful white roses.
The maid of honor wore

a

costume

in

:

was

;

j
j

j

in white.

The bride’s gifts to the maid of honor
and her bridesmaids were rings beautifully ;
set in aquamarine and to the flower girl a

j

bracelet, to the train bearer a ring. The
groom’s gift to the bride was a handsome j
theria.
necklace with white aequa marine penbest man a sterling belt
The school at McFarland’s Corner will dant, to the
ushers a gold cigar cutter,
not reopen until danger of infection is buckle, to the
and a dainty pocket knife.
past.
Following the ceremony an informal |
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Morang of Belfast
The happy couple
was held.
reception
Mr.
and
Mrs.
on
|
P.
were Sunday callers
a great variety of !
were the recipients of
W. Jaquith.
and
cut
of
glass
many
beautiful gifts,
Mrs. L. S. Moore, Evelyn Newell and
and consilver. Amid a shower of rice
other teachers from town attended the
a
honeyfetti they took departure for
teachers’ convention in Portland.
their return
moon trip in Maine and on
Out-of-town
Dr. Tapley of Belfast was called in will reside in Malden.
consultation with Dr. Small of Freedom guests were present from Belfast, Sanon
Tuesday in the case of C. B. Cush- ford, Springvale, Exeter, Malden, Somman.
Hope soon to report Mr. Cushman erville, Stoneham, Greenwood, Lynn,
as on the road to health.
Sturbridge and Grand Rapids, Michigan.

SOUTH FREEDOM
on

Mrs.

John Taylor
on business.

was

THE UNITARIAN ALLIANCE
PROGRAM.

the sick list.

in Waterville

Saturday

Myrtle Penney is in Portland attending
the teachers' convention.
Mrs. A. T. Knowlton has gone to Belfast and Morrill calling.on old friends.

Alliance
The committee of the WOman’s
church
of the First Parish (Unitarian)
for the comhave arranged the program
ing season as follows:
Annual
Nov. 3. Opening meeting.
That
The
Things
on
Paper
dues payable.
R. Phalen of
Matter, by Mrs. Charlotte
director for this section. Hos-

Augusta,
Mrs. George A. Quimby.
Dr. Howes of Bangor is visiting with tess,
Nov. 17. Miscellaneous program. UniMr. and Mrs. Will Bowler.
Mr. Bowler
tarian news, Mrs. Fred Rackliffe; hostess,

is sick

Mr3. Bertha Sylvester of Liberty spent
the week-end with her sister, Mrs. J. P
Downer and family.

Mrs. William B. Swan.

Dec. 1. The New Renaissance, PrinciBelfast High
pal Harry A. Foster of the
Hazschool. Unitarian News, Mrs. Ben
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Knowlton from
Watden.
H.
Charles
Mrs.
eltine. Hostess,
Hamilton, Colo., are visiting with Mr.
Dec. 15. Alfred Johnson, A. M., Litt.
and Mrs. E. E. Adams.
D., of Boston, subject to be announced.

BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839

nf

HALL,

BELFAST

44 Main St., Belfast, Me.

goods.

J. W. Anderson of Green-

wood, brother of the groom,

Blanche, the little daughter of Mrs.
Jessie Peavey, is recovering from dip-

Mrs. Jerry Peavey’s little girl is sick
with diphtheria.

GOODHUE & CO.,

Effie M. Flye has returned home with a
line of millinery and fall and winter

new

j

Mr. A. J. Whitney is

One-Pipe Furnace

To reduce our stock we are selling PARLOR COAL STOVES and a ONE-PIPE
HEATER at real bargain prices. Don’t
let this opportunity go by.

27th.

Little Miss Barbara Anderson, a niece
of the groom, acted as flower girl and
Master Richard Crooker of Malden as

j

and

Mr.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

SOLD BY W. A.

a

;

Saturday evening.

train bearer.

KNOW

March 23. Annual Business Meeting.
Unitarian News, Mrs. Fred A. Johnson.

of Charles N. Anderson of Mal-

at the home of the bride’s parents

Evening, Balcony 25c., Orchestra 35c.

DO YOU

Mrs. Stephen S.

ningham of Belfast:
April 6. Famous Trees of Ne / EngOne of the prettiest of early fall wedMrs. Fred T. Chase.
Unitarian
Iana,
dings was the marriage of Hazel Marie [
News, Mrs. James H. Howes. Hostess,
Low of 27 Edson street, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. James H. Howes.
and Mrs. Manson Low, to Otis L. Ander- j

orchid with picture hat of same material,
suddenly at a hospital in Bangor and carried a shower bouquet of yellow
Mrs. tea roses.
following a surgical operation.
The bridesmaids wore nile
Snow and parents formerly lived at
same color
green with picture hats of
Thorndike Station.
Much sympathy is and carried pink roses. The flower girl
extended to her family by their friends was most dainty in a costume of pale
\ blue, and scattered rose petals in the
here.
path of the bride. The little train bearer

Perfect Construction mean
Years of Satisfactory Service

a

member of several clubs, was a woman
much literary ability and a school
-teacher in earlier life.

A. Sherman.
L. Shute.

very

Exceptional Qualities and

born in Belfast

was

Speaker and subject to be
Unitarian News, Mrs. Elmer

Bride,’’ sung by Miss Mildred Low of !
SOUTH iVlONTVILLt.
Springvale, Maine, and accompanied by
the Cushing Orchestra, who furnished j
Mrs.Tracy Hariiman and Ernest Adams
are on the sick list.
the music during the entire evening.
him before will be pleased to listen to
The bride was beautifully gowned in
O. W. Ripley is busy buying and shiphim again. He will also present a musi- white satin with pearl trimmings, the
ping apples to Burlington, Iowa.

PERMANENCY

daughter of Joseph and Lydia
For many years
Littlefield) McDonald.
srhe had lived at
Arlington Heights,

In her active years she

!

account of the wedding of Hazel Marie
Low, the grand daughter of James Cun-

will speak at 1. O. O F. hall Thursday
Nov. 3,at 8 P. M. on Biblical Spiritualism. Mr. Nickerson is a logical and
forceful speaker and many who heard

INVEST FOR

2844, the

societies.

A recent issue ot the Dorchester, Mass.,
Beacon gives the following interesting

Thousands of people who go to Maine
to revel in the scenic beauty oT its mouatains, lakes and rivers never realize that
j those
same lakes and rivers are !he arte
Mrs. Olive Randall left Friday to spend ries of Maine’s
commerce in lumber and
the winter with friends in Massachusetts. |
pulp. Maine’s vast regions of forests con
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. D*ckey motored to ! tain thousands of lumbering camps,densePortland last week in their new Stude- ly populated in the wiuter, but deserted
in the summer, and along the rivers in
baker car.
the spring of the year, tile activities of
Mr. John Goodell of E^en Park, R.
I., the “drive” transform streams that were
spent he past Week with his brother-in- placid in summer into a
living, (roaring
law, O. W. Ripley.
mass of logs and men.
The old lumber kings, with their code
Members of the Bovs’ and Girls’ club
report a line time at the county meeting of honor as to forest preservation, are
in Belfast aud
brought home their share passing, and in their places are corporations, stripping the hills and valleys and
of prizes.
leaving the the task of re-forestauon to
Miss Doris Eastman, Home Demon- Ike government.
strator from tiie University of
The tirst‘invasion of the pulp interests
Maine,
met the women of this community recently, making' plans for future meetings
aiu farm bureau work.
SYYAiNVlLLti.
A great deal of
interest was manifested and ail
hope for
the success of the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bridge left SaturI
DICKIE KNEW.

A Bone on Fldo.
Rover, the Mastiff—Ah, Fido, my
boy, these are sacred grounds hereabouts.
Don’t you know that the
bones of your master’s ancestors are
buried in here?
Fldo, the Terrier—Well, well, that
accounts for it, then. I’ve run across
several strange bones lately, but I laid
'em onto that new dog down the road.
In for Business!.
Mrs. Knowsitt—I think Mr. Shyboy
will propose to Anna tonight.
Mr.
Knowsitt—What
makes yon
think so?
Mrs. Knowsitt—Didn’t you notice
how determined she looked as she
went into the parlor?

WANTED TO KNOW

Educational Fallacy,
of
Howard, formerly principal

Dec. 29.

An

noon

|

|

of Belfast

guest of David Moody

a

was

the older interests.
From surh tremendous situations,
viroument and material, Holman Day
woven iiis splendid
tale of the N
woods, “The Rider of the King :
for
the
taking
characters actual li
or

composites.

The Colonial Theatre presents
Maine story, written and produi
Maine people, and hails it as an 01.
drama of adventure and romance
j will never be forgotten by Jvirtue u
You should pin
virility and beauty.
'witness this picture today or tomm:
<

I

have been guests of Mrs. Gillis’ pat,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Achorn, the
two weeks.

for Montreal.
Rhoades

over

i personalities,

The Good Time Club met with
and Mrs. Lester A Wilson on Oct
All the members were present to ei
tine banquet and a happy evening.

the

few days last

week.
Mr. Chas. H. Black of Chelsea, Mass.,
a week-end guest at Miss Harriet

Club will meet with*Mr. and Mrs. \\
time this month.

was

some

M. Nickerson’s.

Fire got
last week

Swanville Union S. S. has closed for

into

Russell Cross’ p:

and it was necessary
j
the winter to meet again the first Sun- for
help to contro’ it. Sunday he:,
|
day in May as usual.
; again called when a tire started in
Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson, Miss Cora i Brown’s woods, burned his fences
Parsons and Arthur Brown visited at burned over about 20 acres of K
White’s Corner last Thursday.
Woodbury’s meadow.
■

All grangers please bear in mind that
the North Waldo Pomona Grange meets
with Comet Grange,

Wed.,

Last Saturday evening t he niemtu
young men’s and young won,
*
classes of the Sunday school enjo>
the

Nov. 9th.

Esther, the five-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Craney, who has
been very ill for several days, is improving.

;

Hallowe’en party at Mr. and Mrs. <
White. The grounds and summer h,
were decorated with Chinese lantr
The rooms were decorated with ora
and black, with a witch and a half
en ghosts in evidence.
The usual >

Mrs. W. E. Damm returned home Saturday night from a two weeks’ visit
with relatives and friends in Mass, and

were

Portland.

tried and later pumpkin pie, c
were served.

nuts, coffee and apples

Mr, W. McKinley Damm and Miss
Bernice Damm left last Wednesday for
Portland to attend the teachers’

tion, returning

LIBERTY.

conven-

home Saturday night.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Damm,

son

Mrs. George

Laur-

Sprague was

a

visit.

Belfast Friday.

and daughter Barbara, ieft last
Miss Goldie Boynton is attending 1
Wednesday for Lowell in Mr. Emery Cadom Academy.
bel’s car and were guests of relatives unL. F. and C. M. Hurd were auto
til Sunday.
tors in Belfast Friday.
Mrs. Emily Siiorey returned to Veazie
Mrs. Hattie Davis, who has been
last Thursday in Mr. G. T. NicKerson’s
ing friends in Belfast, has returned li
car, accompanied by Mrs. Abhie Damm
ence

and

Mrs. C.

R.

Nickerson who

spent

Hon. L. C.

time in Bangor shopping.

in Belfast

on

Morse spent the week-t
business connected wilt

telephone.
The box social held at Comet Grange
Rev. H. W. Abbott was calle
Hall last Saturday evening for the bene- !
fit of the grange, although not largely ] Branch Mills Sunday to attend the fur.
attended, was a success socially and fi- al of Mr. Wallace Worthing.
nancially, the proceeds amounting to | Mrs. Ella
Greeley Grinnell, who
Games were played and doughnuts I
111.
the village primary school, w
teaching
suspended from a string were eaten off to Portland last week to attend thetea
by Russell Littlefield and Mrs W. Dick- ers’ convention.
ey and caused a great deal of laughter.
Edwin F. Maddocks and daugiil
Miss Ethel, of West Buxton village

Wil-

Unitarian
school.
liamsburg, Mass.,
News, Mrs. Andrew A. Durry. Hostesses,
Frances
Mrs. Fied T. Chase, Miss E.

j

Chase.
Some Facts About Ireland,
Jan. 12.
the Rev. Father Timothy J. O’Mahony.
Unitarian News, Mrs. Giles G. Abbott.

tess, Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore.
W.
Feb. 23. Musicale, Mrs. Clement
Wescott, chairman of arrangements.
Hostess, Mrs. Wescott.

I day

some

Will

Hostess, Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore.
Book Review, Mrs. Edmund
Jan. 26.
Mrs. Sumner
P. Brown. Unitarian News,
Albert M.
Mrs.
Hostesses,
Pattee.
C.
Colburn.
W.
Carter, Miss Charlotte
Feb. 9. Belfast Bay’s Old Merchant
UniMarine, Mrs. Stephens. L. Shute.
Hostarian News, Mrs. Harry A. Clark.

brought keen resentment from Li
lumber kings. There wire bloody in:
I
leases, river lights for water, br
personal assaults and destruction of \
aole property.
Today the war is
raging, but it is ever a losing battle

j

Marion
A Boston, clergyman has two sons,
fifteen and six years old, the elder of
whom was to he confirmed.
The bishop and several distinguished
persons were invited to dinner. Thu
mother of the boys, desiring to show
off the younger, asked earnestly:
“Dickie, do you know what is going
to happen in church today?”
“Yep, I know,” he answered.
“What?” she asked, with a glance
around the table to call attention to
the reply.
“The blsh is going to put his mitts
on brother’s beau,” Dickie remarked,
carelessly.—Boston Traveler.

dell.
H.

Sherman and

Mass., but a few weeks ago she was
.taken to the Concord Hospital, where
she died.
She was for years identified
with the Baptist Church and its allied

March 9.
announced.

mother

PURCHASE A CLARION

Helen Augusta
McDonald were brought to Belfast Monday from Concord, Mass., where she
She

ANDERSON LOW

Matinee 25c.

I. P. Grifiies and Wesley Tibbetts were
temple Baptist church, using the double in Bangor last Thursday.
ring service. The bride was given in
and child are doing well.
Mrs. Anne Murch was the guest of her
The maid of
Mr. W. H. Mclntire of the Plymouth marriage by her father.
son Edmond in Pittsfield, Nov. 2.
was a cousin, Miss Eunice Lucille
honor
j
telephone exchange is the operator at
Dorothy Vose of Liberty spent the
the brides- i
the central office while Mr. Whitaker Wiggin of Portland, Maine,
week-end with Thelma Clement.
Fuller
of
West
SomerMiss
Clara
maids.
has his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Flye and Carolyn
ville, and Miss Gladys Hipson of DorFrederick Hall has recently returned
Turner were in Belfast on business Oct.
chester.
Peter

The remains of Miss

,i

PRICES:

Unitarian news, Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmcre.
Hostess, Mrs. Joseph W. Blais-

Evelyn Towle.

died Oct. 27th.

Harold Lloyd Comedy

son,

church last Sunday.

also the Grange.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray G. Robertson had an
charged with selling mortgaged prop- old fashioned husking recently. The gen
erty. For a short time last summer he tlemen with the aid of the ladies soon
iive.d in East Belfast. His wife and three husked out the large lot of fine corn.
children, and also a dog, have no home Then Mrs. R. served a fine supper. Music
ar.d are with him at the jail, occupying was furnished by David Moody and a
'.he poor debtors’ room. The selectmen kitchen dance was enjoyed by the young
.•if Searsport have taken the matter up
people. The evening was greatly enjoyed.
with Towers’ relatives in Rockland to
establish his legal residence.
Tuesday
fce children with taken to

GOVERNOR BAXTER Plays Important Role

Unity den,

of

was

live with relatives.

also

Stanley

The sermon by
finely rendered.
the pastor, Rev. tt. E. Harrison, plainly
showed the importance oi good literature
in the home for the enjoyment of the
older ones and that the younger members of the family may form a taste for
that kind of reading instead of the light
trashy kind.

Story

Featuring MARY ASTuR, HUNTLEY GORDON, BRADLEY BARKER

were

Belfast Monday.

Frankfort.

parties

A Maine Water Power

on

Ada Hawes and Mrs. Elizabeth

STUPENDOUS

“Wings of the Border"

program for use in
Good Literature

a

so

Also HOLMAN DAY Two Reeler

well carried out Sunday mornThe readings by Mrs.

was

The Church of God

Slathe! Cu tis has the misfortune to
The North Church Guild had a success- have a car run into him near the A. I.
]
i'ul sale in the church parlors last Satur- : Nickerson place, taking of the hind
day afternoon when the proceeds were wheels on his meat cart. He was very
about $60. 1 he food table was in charge fortunate not to be injured. The car did
of Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, Mrs. George E. not stop so he does not knoiy who the

Kittredge

Marriner

ing in the church.

Clements, returned

L.

Saturday, with her father L. C. Atwood.
F. M. Nickerson, Supt, of Schools, and
A dinner will Mrs. Nickerson, H. !
Andrews, princithe churches. pal of high school, and Mrs. Andrews,

Wednesday,

Day,

where she received successful treatment.

The Waldo County Teachers’ Associawill be held in the High school build

ng

Searchlight,

the M. E. churches

has returned

from the Eastern Maine General

a

:cn

Etta

Mrs.

ajid

received successful treatment.

five

will play

Hills

Mrs. Leonard Shaw has returned from
the Russell Hospital in Brewer where she

The Misses Catharine Hill, Doris Arey
team, headed by
picked team at the and Cornelia Fernald, students of the E.
Ward alley this, Thursday, evening mere- M. N. S. at Castine, spent a few days at
It consists of French, their homes here last week.
y for practice.
Pinette, Fowles, Dailey and Phillips,
Miss Lucia R. Atwood who has been
while their opponents will be Thayer, the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Joshua
Treat,
Ward, Hubbard, L. Fowles an ! Hatch.
Jr., returned to her home in Eastport,

French,

beth

THE PICTURE that you have
much about. It was a year
in t e making and has placed the State
ideal spot to produce motion pictures.

THRILLING

Mr. Charles Bryant carried Mrs. Abbie
Miss Helen McCobb, Miss Eliza-

The

Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Cottrell and Mr.
and Mrs. E. P. Frost have closed their

Mr

(

ot Maine on the
map as an

Della Woodcock of Camden.

WlMHRRURT

Mrs. Geo. Nelson is at the home of Mr.
Clay will leave the last of the week for
and Mrs. Silas Blaisdell for a few week.
hunting trip to Pittston
C. O. Whitney of White’s Corner has
Farm.
moved into the James Cyr house on Main
About 50 members of Primrose Chapter
street.
O. E. S-, went to Camden last Thursday
Henry Arey has been admitted to the
!
as guests of Seaside Chapter and report a
Sailors Snug Harbor on Staten Island,
pleasant visit.

Miss

Holman Day

'SpecialProduction

IS
rpms
I heard

STORY
M ADE

-s

Bryant,

an.

their annual

Miss Florence Keene is substituting for
.he present .in Grade V of the Peirce
school in the vacancy caused by the
death of Miss Frances A. Sargent.

I AUTHOR

\

Thursday. The vital statistics Portland to attend the Teachers’ con venin regard to her life are not at present
tion last week.
obtainable.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ripley have reThe Travelers’ Club will meet next
turned to their home in Melrose, Mass.
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Charles S. They were accompanied by their aunt,
Bickford, when the following program Miss Mary McFarland. They plan to rewill be given: Haiti, the Island of Misrule, turn in
the spring.
Mrs. James H. Howes; The Province of
Friends have received cards announcSan Domingo—the Land of Bullet Holes,
ing 'the marriage of Mr. Guy Pearson
Miss Charlotte W. Colburn; A City Out
Carver of Lincolnville and Miss Angelia
at Elbows, Mrs. Will Howard.
Mildred Woodcock, daughter of Mrs.
a.

Benj. H. Mudgett and Cecil

Messrs.

COLONIAL THEATRE THURSDAY and FRIDAY

moving into

lic 25 cent sapper in Memorial hall next the house formerly owned by Andrew
Monday at 6.30 o’clock.
Richards which they bought of Ernest
The public bequests of the late Thomas Rose recently.
W. Pitcher included $1,000 each for the
Mrs. Lucy A. Robinson, who has been
Belfast Home for Aged Women, the Wal- with Miss
Mary McFarland about a year,
do County Hospital and the Belfast Free will
spend the winter in the home of Mr.
Library.
William Bryant in Union.

Inherited,

as

Mary

Mrs.

MOKKILL.

who have £een visiting at Geo. Sprague
several days, returned home

«

for
Three Massachusetts
a

Mamma—Now, Willie,

If you’ll be
good boy Til give you a nice birthday present.
Willie—Dat’s like buying a cat la
a bag.
Wat’s de present?
a

a

gunning trip recently

men

were

here

on

and stopped over

week at Burton Thomas’.

Mrs. Gussie Robinson Rnowlton of
Denver, Colo., is spending a few days in
town with relatives and old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Gillis, twin daughters and Mrs. Melissa Haugh of Lubec

week.
The school building has been moved
to the lot where the John Fuller house
A new furnace
was burned last year.
has been put in and the building put
thorough repair. Schools began Moml.i>
Oct. 20th, with Mr. Beck of Augusta as
principal of the High School.

Beatrice Hogan has returned to her
home after an operation at the Tapley

It Isn’t What You

Pay

D.

\\e

same

any
•:,-es

as

Kelley,

or

C. Y.
tor

Neilson,

the

on

fersome time

a

conduc-

Belfast Branch of the Maine

j

want low priced goods] you can get
m of us but don’t kick if they wear out
okly and never look like a million dollars.

The John Cochran

Chapter,

D. A.

Mrs. Mabel Webber of Brooks ami R.
A. Hall of Brooks have entered Rhode
Island

are

Reds in the fourth annual egglaying contest under the supervision of
University of Maine Agricultural Exten-

st advertises skiff found,
dial Theatre advertises picture

sion service between November 1st and
May 1st.

invited to be present.

An

Associated

Our spring-water man, J. W. Burgess,
has been confined to his home in East

Press

despatch from
Huntington, N. Y., under date of Oct.
27th says: "Although Herman Tamm
Store advertises a sale of
had $1400 in a savings bank in Belfast,
its, etc.
;
[
he died from starvation and exposmbs Co. are advertising some Me.,
,■ ia 1
lines of goods and offer ure, according to the decision of Dr.
lor Saturday.
William B. Gibson, coroner of Suffolk
s Theatre,
Brooks, presents county. Tamm’s brother lives at 820
of the King Log,” Saturday, Quincy street.
The man’s body was
Market offers special of found in a bunk in a bottling
s
building on
Saturday.
the Colonial Springs farm, a short dislith advertises hand-written
tance from Wlandanch, Long Island, by
John J. Hanger, who immediately notict 'mporting Co. has a one
fied both Coroner and former Sheri)!
r three days.
id, Northport, wants men to Amasa Biggs of Suffolk. On the man
was found
a
book showing $1,400 in the
iif A. W. Whitten homestead | bank at Belfast, a receipt for $100 on a
,-t for sale.
contract to purchase a farm and a card
ist Building Co. gives ncjlice I
giving his brother’s Brooklyn address.
leeting for Nov. 8th.
}
W. J. Heine of Bayard street, Brooklyn,
of sweater lost.
identified the body of Tamm, but neither
America
.■mho Corporation of

Belfast

account of the results of the
prevailing distemcer. His daughter, Miss
Mona Burgess, and his son, Everett R.

|>dd

Burgess of Augusta, is
Herbert R.

ar meeting of Primrose ChapS., will take place tomorrow,
vening.
-s' Circle of the North church
Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 9,

Mr.

j

Tamm

was

in

I

they bought

Coast Fisheries Co.

ment

arrow

of Belmont.

of the road

are

now

the

of

Waterville built the fine bridge

Thomas B. Gregory and by the pastor,
Rev. William Vaughan.
Cecil B. DeMille’s big Paramount picture “The Affairs of Ana’ol,’’ in which

over

what was formerly Goose River and now
the pen-stock of the Central Maine Pow'-

all-star cast comprising Wallace Reid,
Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Bebe
Daniels, Monte Blue, Wanda Hawley and

is

tion to date and well worth seeing.

an

as

level

as a

house floor.

All the hills

Marshall Circle will hold
have been perceptibly lowered and sharp
nr meeting next Tuesday afcurves broadened.
All of the culvets are
ben they will have another
in place.
The rock crusher has been
inch and also observe Armisclosed down and no more surfacing will
is desired
H.

1

A very enjoyable day was spent at the
home of David and Francena Moody on
Oct. 18th when several of the relatives
met.

Those present were David Moody
and wife, A. D. Moody and wife, Edgar

be done tins fall. The road bed is being
!
built from bridge to bridge and if the Robertson and
wife, David and Iva Moody
|
good weather continues will be left in of
Swanville, Mrs. Emily Shorey of EuMrs. Bradbury F. Cushing will
excellent condition for winter.
During
lield, F. L. Robertson and wife of NewYork December 1st for Miami,
the past week the most noticeable im- i
castle, Edwin Clements and wife, Charlie
they have taken the manage- provement in the long length of road is
Smith Clements and Fannie
Halcyon Hotel for the winter, the cut from bridge hill base through the I Clements,
Clements of Searsport, Fred Pendleton
ng’s mother, Mrs.B.S.Staples, Pattershali field to Searsport avenuei
i and wife, Raymond and little Margaret
at her home in Saugus, Mass.
A small building originally knowm as the Pendieton of Rockland
and Ralph RobDickey, assistant inspector Bradman store and now the property of ertson of
Avila, Calif. An association
f the Patriarchs Militant of Ralph W. Pattershali and the Fred Smart
was formed lo be known as the Richard
O. O. F., went to Rockland. (house have been moved back 200 feet. t!
Robertson and Susan Clements Associaevening, where he made an The Erie Shovel & Ball Engine Co.’s ex- tion with the following officers:
F, L.
pection of Canton Lafayette, cavator has been working right through
Robertson, president; Florence Robertson,
accompanied by Capt. Gerth fhe Pattershali cellar and uprolting apsecretary and treasurer. Committee on
iid Lieut. Arthur Hamilton of Dle trees and shrubs for the new road bed.
time and place, A. D. Moody, Fannie
i’allas.
In the square between the old and the Wilband and Jennie
Clements; enterYork Times in its rotogra- new road Fred A. Robbins has built a
tainment, Ray Robertson, Gertrude Robsection in the issue of Oct. small store to replace the one recently ! ertson, Susie Pendleton and David
Moody.
arly a half-page picture taken burned. Later he will enlarge it, build a tThe next meeting will be held at the
]
ummit of Mount Washington dance hall and skating rink and a public Moody farm at Swanville on
Saturday
in
the
foreground Tip-Top garage. He has bought and now occu- i the nearest the zOth of September, 1922,
le auto
the
opposite
the
the
Hanson
homestead,
road,
A picnic dinner to be served at the noon
cog railway pies
distance, Mount Madison and side of the street. David Walker has hour.
Adams, with a wide stretch of the bought and is occupying the Francis M.
Misses Bertha A. Wiley and Amy E.
al Range.
The
photo was Staples house next to the Robbins house. Stoddard gave a Hallowe’en
party Friday
be
left
will
store
mi a special De
Haviland Amer- Ralph W, Pattershall’s
evening at the former’s home on ConniY photographic plane with a in an excellent location at the upper corgress street. Jack-o’lanterns were placThe city owns a large stretch of
amera, by Capt. Albert W. ner.
ed on the urns at the entrance and the
j
hill
near
the
nd Lieut. Wade of the Ameri- | land on the upper side of
I guests were greeted at the door by little
Air Service.
the bridge.
I Miss Priscilla Varney, disguised as a
ne

names on our

is requested to come preprogram and lunch.

|

gloves

styles of sleeve,

or

wool.
The
ladies in all
neck and length.

are

your
SIGNET JtTE
OUHNG FLANNEL
that you
getting gloves Jute
has struck the town by storm, Three Qualities to select from and a
that are going to prove satisfactory.
just as it has everywhere. Ladies nice of range of patterns.
are making Bags, Mats and
Rugs out
SILK HOSIERY
of this fascinating material. Twenty
The best assortment we have ever
Cordovan. Nut Brown, Navy
shades, half pound balls. 35c balb Blaek.^White,
had. That is saying a good deal.
and Gray, $ | .00 to $2.39

HANDKERCHIEFS

FREE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5th,
Checked Rubberized

House

Apron-c-

To introduce these Rubberized wash day ^nd kitchen aprons, which have a good bib
.and covers the skirt well, we will give you one free with the purchase of one of our
House Dresses. These aprons are worth 59c. each.
1ERMS

CASH

f]# COOITlbS

Temple,

Masonic

H. C. Buzzell

was

in

on

3rd.

Sept.

Waterville

summing

was

up

November 5

Saturday,

Thomas Weeks of

counsel for the State.

Mr.

St. Belfast, Me.

CROCKETT’S THEATRE, BROOKS,

on trial before the Municipal
Court charged with driving an auto recklessly on the road from Albion to Free-

Thorndike

dom

COITipany

Waterville last

week to defend Horace C. McCorrison of

THE BIG THREE ON. THE

In

SAME PROGRAM

Buzzell asked for the I

dismissal of the case, insisting that there
was no recklessness on
the part of Mr.
McCorrisoa.
He blamed State Highway
Police Charles W. Jones for not taking
up the matter before.
Mr. Weeks also
went over the history of the case, argu
ing that although Mr. McCorrison did not
do the thing purposely, that the safety of
the public was in danger. Judge Alchley
found the respondent guilty and fined him
510 and costs or 15 days in jail. The costs
amounted to 531.10, which with the fine

paid.

COLONIAL
Tuesday and Wednesday
November 8-8

A PICTURE YOU

i

\
\

WILL REMEMBER
LONG AFTER OTHERS
5
ARE FORGOTTEN.

Holman Day Production, Augusta, Maine, Presents

&.****■ ******* jr.-—

“The Rider of The King Log”

■

i:

cotton

are

assurance

wera

A full attendance

le

manship and style.

in

inspection oE Canton Pallas,
er Company.
The tar and gravel surface
F., will take place on Wedof the road is completed from the Sears- others of equal note,comes to the Colonial
ning, Nov. 16th, at a special
Theatre soon for a two days’ run. This
inspection will be madejby poft line to a short distance this side of
the Rev. William Vaughan residence. It is said to be the tfreatest DeMille producS. Davis of Rockland.
I

nuts’

as

The decorations were appropriate
to Hallowe’en and a regular harvest supThe choir sang several
per was served.
selections and remarks were made by Dr.

Amos D. Bridge Sons
while Cyr Bros,

Mazardville, Conn.,

suits for the
ladies and
in
misses,

in

Ireland Bros., Gates’ Mills* and Cha-

East

Customers find it

affair.

of

prices. Union

prices
keeping with quality, work-

$7.00

on

until

The public Hallowe’en supper at the
Universaiist church last Thursday evening was well attended and a very pleasant

I

,crt F. Dunton and Mr Charles !
The work on Searsport avenue is pracreturned Friday from a j tically done for the season and is pro;ing trip in Stacey ville. They nounced excellent by all who have gone
me only small game.
over the details carefully.
The contractors

was

sense,

Well made out of
good materials and
sold at

stamped

your

back?

Dorman.

in the Savings department of The City

^

artificial ice of

to

common

of

underwear is your
g uar antee
that you are
getting the
best at reas o n a ale

our

KID UL0VES

Freedom, her former home.
Her age was 68 years.
Mrs. Sprowl was
well known in Belfast, where she had
frequently visited her son, Wilmer J.

ne

Dickey has sold for Mrs. Ida

di"g;$2.65

The remains of Mrs. Ella B. Sprovvl
arrived Wednesday night from Portland,
where she died Oct. 24th, and where the
funerai was held Oct. 26th. The inter-

National Bank of Belfast.

f Thorndike her residence on
d in this city to Mr. and Mrs.

j

| satisfactory in many ways as the real
product, but not as lasting as it crumbles
readily.

j satisfactory

|

here

I

some

I

month ago.”
Belfast some time

i,
seen

name

Forest Mills

practical house dresses
with the expansion

There is satisfaction in buying a good
reliable blanket of good size. Blankets will shrink and unless you get a
good size to start with you soon have
a very unsatisfactory piece of bed-

men are still continuing
of their customers. They have
! been obliged to go to Rockland, where

not be

ncis M. Staples house in East
been sold to David Walker,
s family is occupying it.

remain

rack of

The local ice

with

The

—

Robinsoni dairy inspector

tie will probably

a

title of the property could
secured and he returned home.
Mr. Tamm paid $100 down and put $1400

assisting

Have you

into December.

ago and bargained for what is generally
known as the Victoria Allen farm in
Centre Montville of the Fish Agency. A

O. Poor.

here

for the city of Boston, who has had a
part of Waldo county for his territory
this season, has returned from Boston,
where he has been spending his vacation,

he nor the brother of the dead man could
! trespass notice,
more Store advertises a new j account for him being on Long Island.
The last heard from him was by letter
.(■proof Hose, just received,
mtial offers cabbages for sale. from Maine. Hauger saw Tamm walk-

ing about the farm about

on

with the delivery team, etc.

|

I

Dresses

R.,

tor at the primaries next June.

The Universalist League will
meet
with Mrs. Arthur Morse this,
Thursday,
afternoon at 2.30.
All members and
other women interested in the church

Forest
Mills

a

Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of Dover has
been in this vicinity the past week in his
interests as a candidate for the nomination of a Republican United States Sena-

Main Street, Belfast.

lo Trust Co. gives notice of

House

Keep You Warrp

Hallowe’en party Monday
evening. Nov. 7th, at the home of Mrs.
Ida W. Mahoney with Mrs. Mahoney and
Mrs. Mabel W. Miller hostesses.

truly,

ting.

Blankets

Wooloap

a

will have

BERT L. DAVIS

'A

Nashua

of the Universalist parish
pleasant Hallowe'en party in the
vestry last Wednesday evening, when
they enjoyed games and music. Icecream
and cake were served.

vou

S|.;W ADVERTISEMENTS

We have been preparing for one of the best month’s
business of the year up to this
time. Oui stock is new and the quality is in strict
keeping with our policy. We endeavor to carry only such merchandise as we can feel
will give our customers entire
satisfaction and sell it at reasonable prices.

^he children

had

Forest Mills Underwear

z'

Central R. R., has been transferred to
the Main line and has moved his family
to Brunswick.

ne article in a poorer quality elsewhere
I tell the world we are profiteering. If

The News ot Belfast

Good Shepherd Yarns

j

street.

can

time, but it isn’t fair to get our
on our best goods then buy the

Y'ours

Belmont, Mass., her 87Northport, to William
Rockland, Maine.

wood lot in

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard will close I
their cottage at the Battery this week
and will occupy apartments in the home
of Miss Elizabeth A.
-Church

cheaply
you
buy
thing of anybody, anywhere,

boys’ clothing

as

Witherley

acre

STORE

of

G. Richards of

sell you any article of men’s

PROGRESSIVE

Orrin J. Dickey has sold for Mrs. Emma

Its What You Get
can
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I MADE

It
IS THE PICTURE that you have heard so much about.
year in the making and has placed the State of Maine
motion
ideal spot to produce
pictures.
on the map as an

pr*HIS

was a

_THRILLING

STUPENDOUS
_

Also HOLMAN DAY Two Reeler

“Wings of

The S©rCler

A Mttine Water Power Story

Featuring Mary Astor, Huntley Gordon, Bradley Barker
Also GOVERNOR BAXTER Plays Important Role

[

Harold

■

Lloyd Comedy

POPULAR PRICES

|

witch. A picnic supper was served at
; 6.30 o’clock. The decorations were very
unique and original. Orange and black
streamers were festooned from the chan-

j

irmistice

Sunday

November 6th, the Universal ist Church will observe this day with a
Pedal sermon on disarmament and to
Pray for the success of the coming conference in Washington. The members of
the G. *A. R., the American Legion and
the Third Maine, Co. K, will attend in a
body. There will be special music for
this wonderful service, to which the public are cordially invited. Rev. William
'ext

'v

Sunday,

aughan, pastor.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Cabbages for Sale.

delier to the corners of the

room and the
globes were covered with orange paper.
The mantel was draped with black paper

saw for
The finest cabbages you ever
Delivered in
table use and sauerkraut.

dotted with orange skulls and there were
Jack-o’lanterns and a bogey candle-stick
made from an apple and a carrot. The
entrepiece was a pumpkin cart filled

•“'TsiSSSSL

LOST

with apples, grapes and barbarries and
drawn by three potato horses. One c arrot witch drove and another rode a horse.
The place cards contained a fortune for
each guest and the favors were little Hallowe’en stick-pins. The menu consisted
of chop suey, mashed potato, apple and
celery salad served in apple shells, hot
rolls, coffee, pineapple jelly and cake.
The evening was pleasantly spent with
cards. The guests were Mrs. N. H. Small,
Mrs. H. L. Seeking, Mrs. T. E. Bowker,
Mrs. O. B. Wilkins, Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, Mrs. Leona B. Beckwith, Miss
Florence E. Dunton, Mrs. F. R. Poor,
Mrs. L. C. Follett and Mrs. Martha W.

Varney.

ALL COMING IN ONE GREAT EIC fURE !

A blue knitted sweater
Finder please return to

Owner may have
property and paying for
E P- FROST,
Belfast, Maine.

A SMALL SKIFF.

by proving

FOR RENT
Automobile

Storage

Tenements
BANKS’ GARAGE

2w44*

The Belfast Chamber of Commerce
will ‘go to Freedom Friday nigtit for one
of their profitable and popular get-to-

gethers.

BEBE DANIELS

MONTE BLUE
Theodore Roberts

agnes ayres

WANDA HAWLEY

ANNOUNCEMENTS LATER!

belt.

FOUND
this adv.

GLORIA SWANsON

WATCH FOR

JOURNAL OFFICE.

lame

WALLACE REID
ELLIOT r DEXTER

ANNUAL MEETING OF

THE WALDO TRUST COMPANY
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Waldo Trust Company of Belfast, Maine, will be held at its banking
rooms in Belfast on

Tuesday,

Nov. 15, '921, at 10

a.

m.,

Speedoline
Saves 25 to 40 per cent of gasoline.carbon out and keeps it out.*

Cleans

$100 REWARD

for the purpose of revising the by laws, if it don't do as advertised. Good for
electing a board of Trustees and transact- your engine to thrash, or good to ’use in
ing such other business as may legally the tractor.
tw44*
2w44
come before them.
R. H. DUNBAR, Secretary.
A. R. BOYD, Agent, Belfast.

RED GROSS GIVES
ANNUAL BUDGET
ing knows what it. means to get back on
the job after not Hitting a lick of work
for a whole year. I lest twelve months
straight time on account of stomach
trouble. One of the worst cases I guess
any man ever had. Tanlac not only made
me a well man again but built me up 19
pounds in weight. I am writing all my
friends in other cities to tell them of the
wonderful news.”
The above statement was madejby George
B. Lowe, well-known employee of the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co living at
451 McGowan St., Akron, Ohio.
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
Grant, Sandypoint; A. M. Ross, Lincolnville; Sear«port Drug Co., and by the
leading druggists in every town.
BLUFF VS. THE FACTS.
A prominent business man who attended the annual meeting of the Na
tional Manufacturers’ Association in New
York recently, wrote a personal letter to
the American Economist concerning the
“veiled threats”
“relaliation” made

o^

by certain diplomats in speaking of the
tariff. The letter is deserving of wide
publication, and the following excerpts
are

taken from it:

This same bluff has been used always
to intimidate, if possible, such members
ot our legislative body as are in doubt.
The foreign nations that are interested in
exporting their products to this country
have always maintained a highly paid
lobby at Washington to use any available means to prevent, if possible, tariff
legislation that would conflict with the
interests they represent.
When we analyze the conditions, we find that Europe
is buying only such of our products as
she can not produce and must have.
Therefore any tariff legislation that we
might enforce would not prevent their
purchasing such of our products as they
reciuire, and this is all that they will do
under any circumstances
When we further analyze the situation,
we find that the United States occupies
the uniyue position of being practically
independent of the world. There are
few articles that we would be compelled
to import.
Under strained conditions we
couid produce practically all of them at1
home.
On the oth r hand, Europe is
strictly dependent, first, on some of our
raw materials, and, second, on the absorption of a portion of their manufactured products.
No sane man would commit suicide,
and it would be suicide to open our markets to permit the European nations to
displace with their products the products
of American labor.
These same
nations are making every effort, and
using all available mea:ns, even using the
money we loaned them,
in order to
further their commercial interests and
destroy our competition by the many
cheap products they are able to produce
at less labor cost.
PENDLETON’S OCEAN FREIGHT
IDEAS.
One of the most successful of American

shipowners is Fields S. Pendleton, head
of Pendleton Bros, of New York, owners
and builders of snips, operators of them,
and brokers of ships and freights.
Mr.
Pendleton, who comes of a long line of
Maine forbears whose; ships have been
sailing out of Penobscpt Bay'for several
hundred years, has been over thirty years
building and operating wooden sailing
vessels, during wl.ich time he lias acquired an ample coqipeter.ce.
In the
nearby foreign trade, 'll it with the Canadian provinces, the West Indies, Central and South America, his ships are
intimately known. It is to increase his
business in that trade, and on our Atlantic and Gulf coasts, that he has recently acquired a dozen or more wooden
steamships at bargain rates. Naturally
he is interested in profitable freight rates,
which most men engaged in the shipping
business just now are unable to lin'd.
But, he puts personal consideration aside
and advocates tile operation of Shipping
Board vessels quite regardless of whether
there is a profit or a loss to the Government, on the ground that what the Shipping Board may lose the country gains,
twice over.
“As long as there is freight to be
brought to or taken from the United
States,” Mr. Pendleton says, “it should
be carried in American ships to the extent that there are American ships to
This especially applies to Shipcarry it.
ping Board vessels.
Tjie objective of the
Slopping Board should be cargoes to
carry, not profitable freight rates.
Suppose the Shipping Board loses because of

the lowness of freight rates? For every
dollar that is lost that way the country
gams two. The more cheaply our exports
are carried to their foreign
destinations,
the better opportunity we have to dispose
of our surplus products at a profit to the
producers; and, on the things we import,
the lower the freight rates, the cheaper
they are to the people.
SOUND ON THE TARIFF
The recently adopted New Jersey Republican State platform contained the
following thoroughly Republican tariff
declaration:
“As

a

ployment

further aid to furnishing

em-

ask Congress to enact a
tariff bill that will protect our wageearners against
the competition of the
low priced labor abroad, paid in a cheap
and depreciated money, which makes it
possible to produce foreign goods at a
cost below a living American
wage. To
accept these goods from foreign nations
in payment of their debts means less
employment and less wages at home, and
a
reduction in the purchasing power of
the people.
We cannot iprovide employment at home by purchasing our goods
abroad.
We prefer to open our mills to
the workmen of America rather than
send our dollars to the cheap markets of
the world.”
we

A magnificent crystal of aquamarine
is owned by Martin Keith, the Auburn
lapidary. It is fully as ;large_ as a sixquart pail and is encased on two sides
with mica. The gem stock, is pure sea
green and will probably. cut fully 1000
carets of beautiful genSs.
Mr. Keith
secured the crystal from Freeport and it
is said to be the largest crystal of aquamarine ever found in thisxountry. He has
been advised to dispose of it to some museum, as it seems almost too bad to break
it up for cut gems.
Tha winter time table of the BelfastBurnham R. R. is as follows:
A. M. P. M.
Slltions
12 30
Belfast.Lv{ 6 45
6 50
12 35
City Point.

Sargents.
j
Waldo. “i
“I
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike..
“
Unity.
Winnecook
Burnham Junction.Ar.

7 01
714
7 29
7 86
7 45
7 57
8 05

12 46
102
1 17
1 30
1 40
1 52
2 00

$19,361,657 Allotted for Current

Program of Relief
and Service.

MILLIONS FOR VETERAN AID
Medical Aid for

European Chil-

dren Will Cost $6,000,000 This Year.
Washington.—Expenditures totalling
$19,301,057 for carrying through its

Distinguished

Service Medal

OF" WALDO

A SON

COMING TO BRUNSWICK, ME.

CO. HONORED

The numerous friends of Hon, Carter
For Colonel Frank M. Hume is a Distinct
R. Keene will be pleased to know that
Honor for 103d Regiment.
the Supreme Council of the Scottish Rite
Colonel Frank M. Hume of Houlton, for the Southern jurisdiction of the United
the commander of the gallant 103d In- States conferred the 33rd degree in Mafantry (2d Maine), which wrote in letters
bold a full page of the history of the sonry upon him a few days ago, in WashWorld War, has been honored by the ington. Mr. Keene has for many years
United States government with the Dis- been active in Masonry as will be seen
tinguished Service Medal and through
by the following Masonic record:
that bestowal the whole regiment is like“Carter Brewster Keene, born in Free
wise honored. The letter from Washington tells the brief but impressive dom, Maine, 1868; raised to the Sublime
degree of Master Mason in Lafayette
story:
Lodge, No. 48, Readfield; Maine, April 4,
Washington, D. C.
1891; charter member of Temple Noyes
Oct. 19, 1921.
Lodge, No. 32, Washington, D. C.; second
Colonel Frank M. Hume,
Master of that lodge; member of Albert
Houlton, Maine.
Pike Consistory; Knight Commander
Dear Colonel:
Court of Honor, 1917; Past Potentate of
Upder the provisions of the Act of Almas Temple, A. A. O. N. M. S ; mema
DisCongress approved July 9, 1918,
ber Masonic Veteran Association; Grand
tinguished Service Medal was awarded Pursivant of the Grand
Lodge of the Disyou on August 26, 1921, by the War De- trict
of Columbia; and member Royal Orpartment with the following citation:
der of Scotland.”
“For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished service in command of the
LIFL’S DESTINED WAY.
103d Infantry, 26th Division, during the
St. Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne opera- Once more summer has
spent her dying

program of relief and services in the
United States and overseas are out-'
lined in the budget of the American tions.”
The Quartermaster Supply Officer has
Red Cross for the current fiscal year. this
day been directed to forward the
This total is more than $5,000,000 low- Distinguished Service Medal in Boston,
er than the expenditure during the headquarters of the First Corps Area,
Boston (9) Mass., for presentalast fiscal year, when the disburse- United
tion with due ceremony.
ments reached $24,492,741, it is anVery Respectfully,
nounced at National Headquarters In
P. C. HARRIS,
The Aujutant General.
a statement calling attention to the
Colonel Hume has already been deconecessity of continued support of the rated with the Croix de Guerre with
palm
organization by response to the An- by the French government for his and
nual Roll Call, November 11 to 24, his regiment’s services in the battle of
if the vital work of the society is to Xivray, Marshal Passaga pinning the
medal upon his uniform in Jane, 1918,
be effectively carried on.
at Eccomoy.
Outstanding among the items of the
Colonel Hume modestly said, when apdomestic budget is the appropriation proached by an Aroostook. Daily News
of $3,069,25(1 for work in behalf of reporter:
‘‘Indeed, I feel proud to receive the
the disab'ed ex-service man and his
Distinguished Service Medal, but I would
This
appropriation
family.
represents rather nothing be said about it.”
the amount alloted to this work from
Colonel Hume began military work at
National Headquarters only and does Riverview Military Academy, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., a West Point preparatory
not take into consideration the milschool. Graduating, he passed a short
lions being spent in chapters for retime in the regular army and in 1893 went
lief of the World War veteran.
It home to organize Co. L, 2d Maine Inis in the chapter that the greater fantry. He was later promoted to major.
He went into the Spanish war as captain
amount is spent in meeting this oblio[ a Heavy Artillery battery, serving
gation of the lied Cross, the announce- both in the United States and Cuba, bement continues, as manifested by figing with the army of occupation at
ures of the fiscal year 1920-1921 when
Marianoa, Quemados and Havana, Cuba.
He
was, after the Spanish war, made
the total was approximately $9,000,lieutenant colonel of the 2d Maine and in
000, of which $2,692,094 represented
July, 1910, was made colonel.
the disbursement of National HeadHe took the regiment to the Mexican
while
the
remainder
was
the
quarters
border in 1916, where Generals Bliss and
chapters' contribution to this field of Funsion gave it high praise. From June
Red Cross service.
to November tre regiment had a patrol
of J10 miles of the Rio Grande, with
Vast Work for Disabled
headquarters at Laredo, Texas, and the
Chief among the sub-divisions of
patrol extending from Roma to Palafor.
the appropriation for work with vetColonel Hume was out of the service I
erans
is that which concerns itself but a few weeks when the World
War!
with assistance to disabled men and broke out.
He was commissioned a
women in government hospitals.
This colonel and the 2d Maine was again in !
item of $1,790,000, an increase of more the service, being mustered into Uncle |
than $500,000 over the appropriation Sam’s service as the 103d Infantry, and
for the same work in last year’s bud- put into the 26th Division, the first volunteer division to go across, sailing in j
get, will provide tiiose personal servSeptember, 1917. They passed a few ]
ices for the disabled and their families
days in England, were sent to Havre and
which are indispensable to supplement went into training at the foot
of the
those provided by the government. Vosges mountains.
The director of the Veterans' Bureau
The regiment was led by Col. Hume
has recently expressed ids desire that in February, 1918, into the battle line in
the
defensive sector of Chemin des
the Red Cross should continue and
extend these ‘humanizing services.” Dames, with headquarters at Soissions,
there for 42 days. They were in
staying
Other items of the appropriation for
action from April 1, 1918, to June 27 in
veterans’ relief are proportionately in- the l'oul
sector, taking part in Xivray,
creased. An additional appropriation Boisuile and
Apremont.
of $409,600 has been made for Red
Colonel Hume then took the 103d into
Cross work in connection with regu- the battle of the Marne and a little later,
lar Army and Navy hospitals and while on a march to Paris for a rest furlough was turned back and headed for
with the regular Army and Navy.
For disaster relief, the Red Cross Chateau Thierry, where they headed the
attack on the Germans that was the1
has set aside for the current twelve
starting point of the enemy’s defeat,
months an appropriation of $543,976,
Belleau wouds followed, with its SO per ]
virtually doubling the appropriation cent, casualties and a record that makes
for the same purpose for the fiscal the Maine men remembered
by French,
year 1920-1921.
English—and the Germans. They also
More than $2,000,000 is provided for made history at Torcy.
Going into the St. Mihiel salient, they
service and assistance to the 3.000
Red Cross chapters by the national led the attack at Les Esparges in the
‘‘Pincers” operations and fought continuorganization.
ously from Oct. 12, 1918, to Nov. 8, takHelping Destitute Children
ing village alter village. Then the Meuse
Other items of the domestic budget Argoune, north of Verdun, occupied their
include $498,546 for miscellaneous ac- attention and it was there that Col.
tivities, including contributions re- Hume was relieved of his command. He
stricted for special purposes and $768,- was reinstated on Feb. 4, 1919, and resumed command in the Le Mans area.
600 for management.
Each of these
The 103d arrived home in April, 1919,
items represents large reductions over and
was mustered out at Camp Devens,
similar appropriations of the previous after the memorable review
of the 26th
year.
Division in April, that year in Boston,
From a fund of $10,000,000, $5,000,- during which the regiment was given a
000 of which was contributed through perfect ovation throughout the entire
the European Relief Council campaign line of march.
The flags of the 103d, presented with
and $5,000,000 allotted by the Red
Cross for child welfare work in impressive ceremonies to the State by
Colonel Hume and received by Governor
Europe, there remains $S,705,108 still
Milliken, are now at the State House,
available, of which it is estimated Augusta.
that $6.' MKI.OOO will be required for
this work during tiie current year.
STAYS LIT AFTER IT IS TURNED
For Red Cross participation in. the
OUT.
joint effort to relieve famine conditions in Russia, for final work in the
This does not refer to a too liberally
China famine, for Junior Red Cross
imbibing citizen, but to something new
and other overseas activities including
in lights.
By an ingenious contrivance
the closing of the old general relief the illumination continues for one minute after the extinguishing switch has
program in Europe $4,978,000 is made
been turned. The advantages of such
available.
an
arrangement immediately suggest
Iii announcing the national budget,
themselves to anyone who has barked a
the Red Cross makes it clear that
shin or stubbed a toe on the way to bed
the figures do not include chapter exin pitch darkness. It will also have its
penditures or place any cash estimate appeal for the man who has an evening
on
the invaluable service of volun- errand to the cellar, whether it be to fix
the furnace or on that other mission
teers in chapters.
which is credited with making some cellars exert a peculiar appeal these times.
His returning steps to the stairs will be
less liable to result in a stumble that
CARRYING ON
might arouse suspicions in the bosom of
SERVICE FOR
his family.
In the matter of reducing the amount
DISABLED VETERANS
of violent language that customarily ac
OF THE WORLD WAR
companies collisions with inoffensive
furniture the possibilities of the new
THAT IS COSTING
Pitfalls
light are beyond computing.
$10,000,000 A YEAR,
that now lurk along the pathway of the
will
last
one
to
bed
be
robbed
of
their
THE AMERICAN
risk and no longer constitute a houseRED CROSS IS HELPING
hold hazard. There’ll be a white way of
safety from oue room to another or from
FULFILL THIS
the switch to the bed, and the journey to
NATION’S OBLIGATION
dreamland will not be marked by perilous
Whoever invented the lamp
detours.
TO ITS DEFENDERS.
that stays lit after you turn it out was a
HELP THE RED CROSS
real friend to humanity.—Brockton En-

John J, Burchenal of Cincinnati, the
wealthy Ivory Soap man, has purchased
250 feet of land in that vicinity which
included the old Merry meeting Park
grounds and the famous ParadiBe Spring,
where the Bowdoin class of 1825 held
their class exercises. He is planning to
build
fina hotel on the old Merrymeet-

|

ing Park grounds, and already sent a
Boston civil engineer and gardener to lay
out a golf course that will be finished
early in the Spring.

A three-months-old parrot,
cious that it insists

Hathorne
of Woolwich.
It
was
brought from San Domingo ty her grandE
Harold
chief
son,
engineer
Snipe,
aboard^ large private yacht. Polly is a
vain bird, for its billiant plumage brings
forth many favorable comments from
visitors at Mrs. Hathorne’s, and as she
hears them speak good Words for her, she !
throws her head.back'and struts haughtily
about.
Whenever she hears Mrs. Hathorne at the telephone she tries to get on
her mistress’ shoulder and take up the
thread of conversation. She insists that
that the cats shall eat nothing that she
can’t share with them, and if any of
them attempt to crowd her from the meal
pan she commences to claw and dig at !
them until they are willing to beat a
hasty retreat. When they let her alone
she eats contentedly by their side.

re-

Sure of the resurrection of the soul.
—Edw. O. Jackson, iu Kansas City Times.
IN THE DARK,

My little son goes out each night
To see that things are locked up tight,
And while the task he never shirks,
I know that in his heart there lurks
A childish fear that darkness brings
Of boogey men and shadowed thiugs;
But in the distance 1 can hear
A piping sound that flaunts hi. fear—
It’s only a whistle in the dark!
And sometimes when Life’s boogey men
Have threatened me, or often when
The little troubles come in waves
To swamp me, there is something

Easy

w

VapoRub

Over 17 Million Jan UteJ Yearly

Set—Stomach

saves

I sing a song to banish care;
A song that other hearts may know
I do not mind the night, although
It’s only a whistle in the dark.

The Kind You Have Always
Bought
__CENTAUR COMRANV,

NOTICE

Right

SHERIFF’S SALE

—Nan Terrell Reed, in New York Times.

FLETCHER’S

against Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation,
a corporation organized by law and
having an
established place of business at Stockton
Springs, in the County of Waldo and State of

A

true copy.

Victors
many a
sharp struggle
against serious developments.

Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External
a volunteer nurse in resections has given heartfelt, praise to this grand old
anodyne. I ts t imelv use insures
speed y rei ic-f and safety against
Generation
complications.
aft ergeneration of happy users
have proved it to be the greatest of all family remedies for
Coughs. Colds, Sore Throat,

Mary

mote

....

r

■

I
f

...

Estate of Jennie O. Bryant, in
dike.
First and final account
allowance by Bert C. Bryant, aid
Helen M, Pierce, late of Pr.
that Everett Pierce of Bucl
other suitable person may b.
mit istrator of said estate
,\;
no bond he
required from saio
is contained in the petition for 1
of. Petition presented by sn <. i
son and heir-at law of saia dec

!
I

r-

Asa Higgins, late of Belfast, d.
tition that P rank I. Wilson or ?
able person may be appointed 1. r.
said estate.
Petition present
1. Wilson, who is agent for
Life Insurance Company, \\
issued a poliev of life insura
ceased and said p titvn s;
able that said fund< from
to pay certain debts of saio
irg funeral ex. enses.

Johnson, Register.

;h^ving

j

!
I

|

iOO years of Success

j

for the 8um of Four Hundred Fifteen
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Dollars and ninety-seven cents damage and
Eleven Dollars and thirty cents costs of
Belfast, on the 11th day of October, 1921
j
suit, and will be s Id at public auction to Fred li Knowlton, executor of the will of
I
the
bidder therefor, at the office of Elijih L. Km-wlton, late of Belmont, in said
said Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corp< ration in County, deceased,
presented his fir-:
said Stockton Springs, on the twenty-ninth and final acc unt of administration of -aid j
day of November, A. D 1921, at ten o’clock in estate for allowance,
Estate of William H. Bead
the forenoon, the following described real esOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three • First and final account pr»soi
tate and all the right, title and interest which
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
j by Lida F. Cross, administratrix
the said Sandy Point Shipbuilding corpora ion
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
ELLERY i
had in and to the same on the twenty-seventh
County, that all persons interested may attend I
Judge of
day of May, A. D. 1921, being tne time when at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the !
A
true
of
copy
the'original.
the same was attached on the original writ in 8th day of November next, and show
cause, if
F. JOLjSr
CKAS.
the action wherein the judgment was renderany they nave, why the said account should
ed upon which said execution issued to wit:
not be allowed.
A certain lot or parcel of land with the build- I
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
Notice is hereby given that
eg
A true copy. Attest:
mgs thereon, situated in Stockton Springs.
appointments have been made l-\
County of Waldo, in that part known as Sandy j
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.
Court, within and for the t\ i,i
Point, uounded and described as follows, to
State of Maine:
wit: Beginning at the northeast corner or i
a Probate Court held at Beltast, within ami
Estate of Porter E Nt: ! !
angle of the town road feading fiom the Atfor
the County of Waldo, on the 11th (lay of
Carrie E Nash of lb ifast aj
steamboat wharf at said Sandy Point to the
A. L). 1921.{
October,
trix
Retreat
and
a
October 11, A. D. 1921.
road
leading
Hersey
private
from said town road to the house formerly
Susan M, Carter and other devisees under
Estate of George G We!!-.
owned by Jewett H. Ginn; thence southerly
the will of Albert M. Carter, late of Belfast,
Austin W Keatit g of Belfast a;
I
by said town road to land of the Castine Alum- in said County of Waldo, deceased, having utor October 11, A. I). 1221.
ni Association;
thence westerly by land of
presented a petition praying that the executor
said Association to a stone in land formerly of of said will may be licensed to sell and convey
Estate of Wrarren A. Grittn
!
at private sale certain real estate situated in
said Ginn; thence northerly by land formerly
port. Laura E. Grillin of
of said Ginn to a stake and stones on the
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, belonging administratrix October 11, A. 1
southerly line of said pr.vate road; and thence to said deceased and described in said petition,
Estate of Kobert Earqual s
;
easterly by said private road to the point of they having certain interests in said real esterport. May W. Boast} of V.
beginning, containing all the land within the tate.
administratrix
October
pointed
named
above
bounds.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
Estute of John W. Shaw, hb
Also a right of way b\ said private road by I to all
persons interested by caus;r g a copy of
the house formerly owned by said Jewett H.
town, Massachusetts. Gtorg
this order to be published three weekB succesin the C< n mcr .wear,
Ginn to said town road as conveyed to Albert
Billerica,
sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
E, Blake by said Jewett H. Ginn by his deed published at Belfast, that they may appear at setts appointed adn ir istretr:\
:
D 1921. Charles A. Knight of t
dated July 8, A D. 1913, recorded May 29, A.
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
ointed agent October 11, A.
D. 1914, in the said Waldo County Registry of and for said
County, on the 13th day of De- ap|
Said premises being
Deeds, Vol. 315, Page 56
Estate
of
B.
Andrews
A.
D.
cember,
1921, at ten of the clock befoie
Abegail
the, same as conveyed by the said Jewett H. noon, and show cause, if any they have, why | port. William F Aridr»ws <f
Ginn to the said Albert ,E. Blake as aforesaid the
pointed administrator Octeler j
prayer of said petitioner should not be
and also the same premises conveyed by the granted.
Estate of Willie P. Trip p,
said Albert E. Blake to the said Sandy Point
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
port. Alice F... Trip p-of W ir ft r,
Shipbuilding Corporation by his deed dated
Attest* Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
administratrix October 11, A. 1
December 29, A. D. 1917, and recorded in said
Estasi of Elvira A. Metis, lat•
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, January 11,
James N. Mearstf Morrill ap-p
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub
918, in Vol. 324. Page 30.
scriber
trator
October 11, A. I*. 1921.
hereby gives notice that she has been
Also, a certain lot or parcel of land situated
duly appointed administratrix of the eBtate of
Esta'e of George Miters, lab
at Sandy Point, in said Stockton Springs, and
N Ml* ers of M« rrill aj p
James
bounded and described as follows, viz: BeginALONZO H. HIGGINS late of Thorndike,
ning at a stake in the.north line of the Ernest
| trail r October 11, A. D. 1921.
in
the
of
e.
said
Blanchthence
Blanchard lot;
County
Waldo, deceased. All persterly by
Estate of Elizabeth M. Phillip
sons having demands against the estate of
arfl’s and N. S, French’s land sixteen rods
fast.
Elizabeth Ml French of 1
and the town road—to a stake in said French’s said deceased are desired to present the same ! State of
Pennsylvania, appointline; thence northely seven and one-half rods for settlement, and all indebted thereto are irix Octoler 11 A. I). 1921. J< 1
to a stake marked E; thence westerly sixteen
requested to make payment immediately.
of Belfast appointed tgert Oc
HATTIE M. HIGGINS.
rods—the town road—to a stake marked E;
1921.
Thorndike, Me., Sept. 13, 1921.
thence southerly seven and one half rods to
Es»a*e of Hamlin Purkett, !at.
the first named bound, containing one hundred
Abbie Ml Tfctmistn if Belfast >
and twenty square rods, together with the
m in is tra trix October 11, A, D. 19
buildings thereon. Being the same premises
Estate of Helph H. F well < f I
conveyed to Lillian Ellis by Jewett H. Ginn by
L. ElwtHof Prut ks tp pointed p
warranty deed dated October 6, 1900, recorded
her 11, A. I). 1921,
in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 261. Page
226, and conveyed by the said Lillian EUis to To all persons interested in either of the
Fstateof Drueilla Heberts f I
the said Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation
bie J Roberts cl 1 recks appi t
estates hereinafter named:
October 11, A. I* 1921
by her deed dated June 22, A. D 1917, recorded in said Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
Hated at Belfast, ir, said (
July 13, A. D. 1917, in Vol 330, Page 462
and State of Maine, this 19th i*i
I for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesWILLARD M. BERRY,
| day of October, in the year of our Lord one A. D. 122E
3w43
Deputy Sheriff.
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one. The
(. HAS E JOl NM N
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereot be given
WALDO, SS.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of I
this
order to be published once a week for STATE OF MAINE.
Taken this 20th day of October, A. D. 1921
on execution dattd October 11, A
D. 1921, three weeks successively before the second
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
i.-sued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Tuesday of November, A. 1), 1921, in The Rei
Taken this 15th day of Octo‘
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at the publican Journal, a newspaper published and
term thereof b gun and held on the fourth
\
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they on execution dated October il
j
Tuesday of September, A. D. 1921, to wit, on may appear at a Probate Court to be held at issued on a judgment rendered
v
the 6th day of October, A. D. 1921, in favor of tile Probate Office in said Belfast on the second Judicial Court for the County o
i
H. L. Whitten Company, a corporation existTuesday of November, A.D. 1921,at ten o'clock term thereof begun and held at
?
ing 4by law and having its principal place of in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they in ai d for said County of Waldo.
business at Belfast, in the County jf Waldo, see cause.
Tuesday of September, A. D. 192..
of said term, being the 6th
j
against Walter F. Flagg, for one hundred and
Mason D. George, late of Prospect, deceas- day
D. 1921, in favor of O. <
ber. A
ninety-seven dollars, debt and damage, and ed. Will and
for prebate thereof and
petition
costs
in
dollars
said
of
W
and
aldo.
cents,
Jackson,
thirty-one
ninety-five
County
that letters testamentary issue to Burton O.
of suit, and will be sold at public auction at
taxes for said town of Jackson b
he being the executor named therein
:
the office of Fred W. Brown. Pythian Block, in George,
1916. and against C. E. Small of sai
and presents said petition. Application that
said Belfast, to the highest bidder, on the 30th
and particularly against the real esu<
no bond be requir d from said executor is
or in possession of said C. E. Sin;
day of November, A. D. 1921, at ten o'clock in contained in the
petition for probate thereof. by
the forenoon, the following described real es
first day of April. A. 1> 1916, situai
tate and all the right, title and interest which
n of Jackson, in said County of V
tow
Estate of Edwin A. Preble, late of Islesboro.
the said Walter F. Flagg has in and to the
as follows: Himestead, east
First and final account presented for allow- scribed
same or had on the 10th d y of December, A.
51, range 21, 48 acreB, northe: st corn*
ance by Lorana Preble, executrix.
D. 1919, at 10 50 o'clock in the forenoon, the
47, range 2, 13 acres, and west half
time when the same was; attached on the
Estate of Justina 1. Thomas, late of lsles- range 3, 60 acres, for the sum of tw
writ in the same suit, to wit: One undivided boro.
First and final account presented for dollars and two cents, debt or dam *.
sixth of a certain lot or<parcel of land with
allowance by Guilford D. Pendleton, adminis- eighty-one dollars and seventy nii
the buildings ;thereon, situated in Belfast, in
trator.
costs of suit, together with fifteen o<
said County of Waldo and State of Maine,
for one execution issued thereon, am
of
Catherine
late
deFrankfort,
Battles,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:—
sold at public auction, at the office
and
for
ceased.
Will
thereof
petition
probate
Bounded northerly by land formerly owned by
Brown, Jr.J Esq., of Brocks, in said t
and that letters testamentary issue to Louisa
Waldo, on Saturday, the 19th day of
Joseph Banks; easterly by land formerly ownnow Louisa Battles Farnsworth, she
Battles,
ed by John Hartshorn, Edgar L. Smith and
her. A, D, 1921, at ten o’clock in the 1
the
named
therein
and
executrix
being
preJohn Simmons; southerly by land formerly
so much of the above described real
owned by the said John Simmons; andkwester- sents said petition.
will be sufficient to pay the amount
ly by the town line between Belmont and BelEsther J. Stevens, late of Unity, deceased. said above described execution with s
fast, containing eighty-four acres,|more,or leas. Petition that Joseph F, Stevens of Unity and sary charges of said sale.
Dated at said Jackson, this 15th day
Belfast, Me., October 20.1921.
Edward E, Stevens of Barnstable, in the State
HARRY M BROW N
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
of Massachusetts, or some othor suitable per- ber, A. D. 1921.
3w42
8w48
Sheriff.
Deputy Sheri'1
son be
administrator of said estate.

tyghest

i

4

Estate of Cyrus E. Tibbetts, la
Firs*: and final account presente
by Robert W. Tibbetts, administrh

ELLLRY BOWDEN, Judge

Attest:
C has E.

..

Estate of William H. Curtis.
Petition of Nettie Curtis, wd .y,
lowanc may be made to her out
sonal estate of said deceased.

Maine,

iu

€

allowance may be made to ht
personal estate of said deceased.

j

CASTOR'.A

CITY,

or

j

Taken this 21st day of October, A. D. 192
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
on execution dated October 3,
A. D, 1921, I Belfast, in vacation, on the 13.h day of Octoissued on a judgment rend red on the first day
ber, 1921.
Georgia M, Snow, administratrix
of October, A. D. 1921, by the consideration of ! of the estate of Melvena A.
Berry, late of
the Justice of the Superior Court holden at
Norlhport, in said County, deceased, having
Bangor, within and for the County ot Penob- presented her first and final account of ad
scot and State of Maine, at a term of said
ministration.of said estate for allowance.
Superior Court begun and holder at said BanOrdered. That notice thereof be given, three
gor, within and for the County ot Penobscot,
weeks successively, ir The Republican Journal.
aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of September, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said chumAnno Domini, 1921, in ftuvor of Thurston &
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Kingsbury Company, a corporation organized Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
under the laws of the State of Maine and 8th
day of November next, and show cause, if
having an established place of business at any they have, why the said account should
Bangor, in the County of Penobscot, and not be allowed.

NEW YORK

implication that no bond be
aid administrators is contained ir.
probate thereof, Petition ;
aid Joseph F. Stevens and Ed
rothers and hei s-at-lawof sai.:
Estate of Elisha Brown, latPetition of Ruth G. Brown, v

|

Probate Notices

OF MAINE.
WALDO, SS.

STATE

Children Cry

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years

!

My sinking spirit from despair—

j

VICKS

to

CASTORIA

GENUINE

If your stomach is out of order or disThis is to notify the public that I have sold
tressed, no matter from what cause, Mi- j my part of the grianite and marble business of
ONa stomach tablets will give instant Hutchins Bros, to Percy W. Skay, and that the
relief in case of indigestion, acute or firm will be continued by Fred S. Hutchins and
chronic, or money back. Guaranteed by Mr. Skay under the firm name of Hutchins &
Sl!ayA. E. HUTCHINS,
A. A. Howes & Co.
Belfast, Oct, 18, 1921,
3w42p

j

F or Spasmodic Croup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult
breathing is relieved—
then cover with a warm
flannel doth.

preco-

upon

P.

]

ROUP

so

eating with
three house cats, is owned by Mrs. 8arah

morse,

j

CONTINUE THIS WORK
BY ANSWERING THE
ANNUAL ROLL CALL
NOVEMBER 11-24, 1921.

u/iujks ana oootning syrups,
it is pleasant.
It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic
substance T,.
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it
has
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowel, a
the assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural si,--r~
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

encourage trade and business to come to
this college town.
Mr.
Burchenal is
pleased with Maine and thinks it has a
wonderful future.

course

WHISTLE

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which
has be*
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature 1

Other improvements are rapidly taking
shape and it now looks as if there would
be a great development in that whole
section. To revive the old Merrymeeting Park is something that will greatly

came,
Spring, summer, fall and winter typify
The spirit’s progress ou its destined

A

It is his intention

to have one of the finest golf courses in
the country. He is reported as saying be
believes there is no better place in New
England for a fine summer resort than
Merrymeeting Park.
This gentleman has already made some
substantial improvements on this estate.
He has rebuilt an old time house near the
famous Paradise Spring and fitted it up
handsomely. A bottling house has also
been erected, where he will bottle this
fine water for the arid and alkali West.

flame
In rich production of belated flowers,
Filling the peaceful languor of the hours
With subtle balmy soothinga without
name;
The season’s period is now the same
As after youth’s hot passion shall be ours,
When, through life’s wane, adream iu
soberer bowers,
We ebb into the source from which we

Of human journey to its hidden goal;
Autumnal sunsets prove it rich to die,
Iu beauty’s grandeur, calm, without

Children Cry for Fletchers

J

|
]
\

Grippe, Cramps, Colic, Chills,
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.
All dealers. 25 end SOcents.

[

EMERSON’S
INDIAN REMEDY.
Belfast, Me., Oct. 22, 1921.
Testifying to the fact that I have used
Emerson’s Indian Remedy, I find that it
is a most excellent medicine in all respects and I highly recommend it to my
friends and all others.
Woodbury Burgess.

By the way, Mr, Burgess sells most
cellent spring water.

ex-

E. I. R. $2.00 PER BOTTLE.
Also by Parcel Post.

D. E. SMITH

|

—

j

PROBAIt

Sole Agent for Maine.
P. O. 68, No. 126 Main Street, Room 6,
43
Belfast, Maine.

WJMILS

j

FLORIDA
BY SEA

~

Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays, 3 P. M.

Boston to Savannah
First Class Passenger

Fares, Boston

^

$67.24
$36.65
Savannah
To Jacksonville
To St. Petersburg

^

$51.28
Rx°r'|"d $95.25

$42.82

^r“Sd $78.33

Including meals and stateroom
accommodations
War Tax ifS additional

terprise.

Children Cry

J

STATE OF MAINE

■

Sheriff’s

Sait

>

\

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks, Boston

REAL LACES
We have recently received some new laces from
China, which we are offering as follows:
25c. to $2.00
Irish Crochet Lace per yard,
1.50
Filet Lace per yard,
Silk Cluny Lace per yard.50c. to 1.00
..
.7 5
20c. to
Linen Cluny Lace per yard,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.
AMY L. WILSON.
•

......

j
|

appointed

Theodate S. Black, Searaport, to FredBlack, do; land and buildings in

WAS

i HEALTH

erick F.

1

Searsport

The Farm That
Wouldri’t Sell

Searsport Savings Bank, Searsport, to
Roscoe N. Porter, do; land and buildings
in Searsport.
Searsport Savings Bank, Searaport, to
Thomas Barrack, do; land and buildings
in Searsport.
Roscoe'N. Porter, Searsport, to Horace
E. Robbins, do; land and buildings in
Searsport.
Evellen Jones et als., Clinton, to Nettie
Jones, Burnham; land and buildings in

u3rdly Stand on Hit Feet Until
Tool: “FRU1T-A-TIVES”

“Those forty acres in com,
the west twenty in alfalfa, that swamp
drained for celery, the timber lot
By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD.
cleared and yielding a little ready
cash, good utility stock in the chicken
———.;<■» |
runs, n few grade cows to sturt
©, 1921, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
with—"
“Then it is understood, Miss vtn“This line of talk,” mused Henry to
drews, that you will keep an eye on himself,
bewildered, “should have
the place and show It to prospective
nailed every
customer.” Aloud. "X
buyers. I might add that in addition wonder
why the present owner doesn’t
to your fee as caretaker Mr. Gerrish
keep it?” he said. “Why does he sell?"
will allow you a nominal commission
“Because,” said Margaret promptly,
if the farm is disposed of
through “lie's an Idiot!”
your efforts.”
Lawyer John Pang“Oh,” said Henry thoughtfully. “I
burn buttoned his fur coat snugly
see."
about him and turned away.
On his return to town Henry east
A touch on his arm arrested him.
a
bombshell
at
Pangbum’s feet.
“It’s rather a pity, isn't it,” Margaret
“Heavens, man,” he cried. “She made
Andrews questioned him, “for the last
the place so darned attractive I’m goof the Gerrishes to let the property
ing to farm It myself!”
go out of the family?"
One year from the day she met him
“Yes, young lady,” admitted Pang- Margaret Andrews married
Henry
burn, "it is, undoubtedly. But, lord, Gerrlsh and came back from the little
these young chaps nowadays—what’s
Woolbrldge church to the old house
a few acres and a bunch of cows comshe had tended.
Standing on the
pared to the subway rush and the south veranda in the mellow air of an
bright white lights? Henry seems to Indian summer twilight, watching the
think he can set Wall street on fire
lights twinkle out in her parents’ home
with the proceeds from the sale of the
on the hill a quarter of a mile
away,
farm. However, good-day. Miss Anshe and her husband fell to
talking
drews.” Abruptly he checked his comof
the
circumstances which had
ments on what was undoubtedly his
brought them together.
client's own business.
“Funny,” ruminated Henry, “old
Left alone, Margaret watched her Pangburn thought maybe the place
recent visitor’s car grow smaller and
didn’t sell because you ran it down,
smaller along the ribbon of road that
or
something of the sort.”
threaded the Woodbrldge hills. But
Marggret was silent a moment.
her thoughts were elsewhere—with
Then, “Maybe,” she confessed slowly,
old Henry Gerrish, who a few days
“he was right. You see, I hated to
before had gone to join his fathers
see old Henry Gerrish's sou
squander
on the hill; with young Henry Gerthe work of years and generations.
rish, whom she had never seen until Not that I ever actually said anything
the day of the funeral, and then only
only, well. I could have been more
at a distance as he stood multied in
enthusiastic!’’
his coat, head bent, beside his father’s
“But why," demanded Henry, puzzled. “did you praise it to the skies to
grave.
For Henry had gone out to an uncle
me? Y’ou didn’t know it was me—”
“Didn’t I?" laughed his bride of an
ranching it in the West some months
before Margaret’s arrival in Woodhour. “Do you suppose, Henry Gerbridge and had not come home until rish. I could dust the photograph of
summoned by the death of bis father.
a man with a
dimple in his left chepk
There had followed idle speculation in
every few days for three years and
the neighborhood as to Henry’s intennot recognize him when I saw him?”

manding.

Burnham.

Searsport National Bank, Searsport, to
Charles Kneeland, Stockton Springs; land
in Stockton Springs.
Alice B. Blanchard, New York et als.,
to Annie G. Gilkey, Bangor; land in

Searsport.
Elizabeth S. McFarland. Montville, et
als., to Albert O. Norton, Quincy, Mass.;
iand and buildings in Montville.
Lulu F. Patterton, Swanville, to Dr.
Foster C. Small, Belfast; land in Swanville
R.

Ave.

iriAC

>

n

\'ew
ous.

'n

IIaven, Conn.

down in health and

run

My

Nellie M.

CAUSES

finally got a box of
es” and they helped me.
taking them and impro,e time,
and will not be
I

as

can

inquiries
—will

gladly

so, I will
to the above

do

as

do so”.

CECIL STOWE.
ives”
■

or

Laxo

Fruit

marvellous Tonic and

a

invigorating

for

and re-

run-down system.
$2.50, trial size, 25c.

(i for
nr
:

from FRCIT-A-TIVES

m.N-.SBURG, y.Y,

ing transfers of real estate
-J in Waldo County Registry
r the week ending Oat. 27

j

iraves, Waltham, Mass., to
McNelly, Burnham; land and
Burnham.

n

Newey, Winterport, to Join.; land in Winterport.
Rose, Searsmont, to Josedo.; land and buildings in

Manchester, N. H.,
Mitchell, Troy; land and

seavey,

1'roy.
■

d Amelia Knowlton, BelL. and Eliza A. James, do.;
iings in Belfast.

s

■

of

motor

accidents.

regarded as being extremely dangerous
are proving to be relatively free from accidents.”
Where the State highway
crosses the Blue Ridge Mountains, in the
western part of the State, and grades are
steep and curves sharp, there were but
eight accidents during tnree months. On

'ransters in Real Estate

:

Ferran, Belmont,

A three months’ study of motor accidents on Maryland roads has brought to
light the interesting disclosure that a
vast majority of the disasters that overtake motorists are brought upon themselves by their own recklessness, and
that 90 per cent of them are due to
speeding, says a writer in the September
issue of Public Koads, published by the
Bureau of Public Roads, United States
Department of Agriculture.
"One of the interesting developments
(of the investigation),” the journal goes
on to say, “is that the largest number of
i accidents
have occurred at places that
have always been considered safe, while
the sections which have been commonly

again.

in

n

to

to Nettie B.
Marriner, do; land and buildings in Belmont.

I

at

Ricker, Fairfield,

and L. P.

Fred Millay, Liberty, to George N.
Knowlton, do; land in Liberty.

back was weak;

ached every day, and I
dly stand on my feet,
advised me to try “Fruit-a! had used other advertised

,

A.

Therese Southard, Belfast; land and buildings in Northport.
Fred H. Knowlton, Belmont, to Daniel
O. Linekin, Knox; land and buildings in
Belmont.

CECIL STOWE

ien, Belfast, to Nancy P.
rsport; land and buildings

urtis, Frankfort, et al, to
rvant, Augusta; land and

Monroe.

the National Pike, between Baltimore
and Frederick, where there are 48 miles
of the straightest road in the State, the
record for the same time showed 16 accidents, 3 of which were fatal. “And yet,”
says the publication, “few stretches of
highway in the whole road system are so
free from any features which might be
considered as dangerous
On the Baltimore-Washington road,
with all apparent danger spots removed,
the record shows that during the same
period there was one accident for every 4
miles of road.
"There seems to be only one answer to
account for these hitherto unsuspected
conditions,” the article says That answer is:
"Even the less careful motorists drive
cautiously in the presence of recognized
dangers, such as steep grades, sharp
curves, grade crossing, etc., while the
absence of such dangerous features gives
the driver a sense of security which
prompts him to take a chance and yield
to the well-nigh universal passion for

FIGURES
Askaion

City

Few accidents was due, it was found, I
to the condition of the roads themselves,
and most of those were due to slippery 1
surfaces caused by rains.

Turner Cen:and and buildings in Jack-

Bessey, Thorndike, to Geo.

tinox;

land in Knox,

An

Opinion

Worth

There are four little wars becondition
ing carried on now, with a prospect of
A large part of F.ussia
one or two more.
remains cut off. Many are beginning to
realize the dangers of political and economic strife due to the creation of so many
small heterogenous states, which were
supposed to be able peacefully to govern
We ought to be very grate- !
themselves.
ful, indeed, that we are not members of
the so-called league of nations, and the
spectacle that Europe presents ought to
strengthen our resolve not to be drawn
into this complicated political cauldron
and not to assume any guarantees what- j

Young, Liberty,

to Albert G.
land and buildings in Lib-

Lawry, Searsmont, to Fred
land in Searsmont.

Pendleton, Northport,
Whitmore, do; land

to
and

Northport.
Ryder, Brooks, to Robert F.

iiie;

land in Brooks.

Carter, Savannah, Ga., to
’’■’unton, Belfast, land and
Winslow, to John Hutcliid and buildings in Brooks.
well, Frankfort, to Frank
land in Frankfort.
Woodbury, Dixmont,
Sherman, Calais; land

soever or protecting or maintaining any
foreign boundaries. In Great Britain and
other countries the policy that France is
pursuing toward Germany is not consid-

It is not calculated to
help restore normal
conditions in Germany and economic
equdibrium in Europe. To this might be
added nothing has been done to correct
the Versailles treaty which ignored the
economic inter-dependence of lr rge sections so essential to the welfare of their
ered

to
in

ational Radio Co., Wilmingthe Radio Corporation of
and buildings in Belfast.

Mason, Montville, to Mrs.
i uller, do; land and buildings
■two deeds).

I

anforth; Freedom,
na;

land and

to

Albert

Small, Belfast,

to Lewis H.

and in Swanville.
M

servey, Lincolnville, to W.
Jo; land in Lincolnville.

Hye Freedom, to Addie E.
d and buildings in Freedom,
btudley, Searsport, to Annie
Belfast; land and buildings in
■

Nickels estate, Searsport,
Mortland, do; land in Sears-

hitehouse, Unity,

to George
Burnham; land in Burnham.
Hagley and Merle E. Webb,
ter L Heal, Searsmont; land
a in
Troy.
;

Clark et

'taker,

"tvilie.

toChesLincoln-

the

Have

ment

als., Winterport,

to
do; land and buildings

ruton, Lincolnville, to James
do. land and buildings in

E.

Marriner, Searsmont, to
.'■!A Carver, Lincolnville; land and
'a Lincolnville.
.i!s
L. Stantial, Belfast, et als., to
r'

A.

'Prison,

*

to Artie
do; land and buildings in

Trull,

and other facial

disfigurement.

I Use freely Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. Good for eczema, itching skin,
and other skin troubles.
One of Dr.
Hobson’s Family Remedies.

Liberty, to Willis J.
in Liberty.
Unity, to Hiram Hard-

‘and in Unity.

when

Clear Your Complexion of pimples,
acpe

Palmer, Liberty,

Crockett,
u,(j.
v>do: land

?'

and

Liniment

Stockton Springs,
do, land and build-

Smith,
btockton Springs.

of

bottle of Sloan's Lini-

Sloa

Atkins et als., Bangor; lan J in

j l!ci11 A.Bennett,

a

you first feel the ache or pain.
It quickly eases the pain and sends
a
feeling of warmth through the
aching part. Sloan's Liniment penetrates
without rubbing.
Fine, too, for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sciatica, sprains and strains, stiff joints,
lame back and sore muscles.
For forty years pain’s enemy.
Ask
your neighbor.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

;‘r Cobb, Searsmont, et als., to
Hunt, do; land and buildings in
•tout.

!

to

ACHES AND PAINS-’
SLOAN’S GETS ’EM!
misery
pain.
AVOID handy racking
.apply

““rport.

,:r'!'"-r,

or

The more that is Known about the situation among the poor of Russia, the
Here is a commore tragic it becomes.
munistic government which a large class
in America would like to pattern after,
crying out for the destruction of the intelligent middle class, known as the
bourgeois, and at the same time calling
on all other bourgeois countries to save
them from starvation. Tho stories of huj man misery coming from the relief workers, sent with food by our government,
are appalling.
It will be well if those
who read and whose sympathies are
to
hold
in mind that the cause
aroused,
of all this misery aid starvation comes
directly from the system of government
which labor agitators are seeking to establish in this country.

Cranston, R. I., to Wilw. Lincolnville;
land anti
Lincolnville.

Dean, Lincolnville,
Camden; land in

one.

The Russian Lesson From Maine Farmer.

w,

A.

wise

peoples.”

buildings in

Cordon, Lawrence, Mass., et
E. Gordon; land in Thorn-;

a

ally animosities

J

“Can't You See

tions regarding the farm. Would he
follow his father's and grandfather’s
footsteps? Today those queries had
been answered, for Henry, immediately after the brief reading of his father's will, had instructed Pangburn to
put the old homestead on the market.
As time passed, however, and the
place remained unsold, Margaret came
to feel for it a continually increasing
fondness; Watching the spring sowing of fields rented to a neighbor, tending the small flower gardens about the
doorways, opening the windows to flood
with sterilizing brightness the unused
house, dusting the quiet rooms—all
these activities developed in her almost a sense of part ownership with
Henry Gerrish. And more and more
she waxed indigna»it with him for
wishing to dispose of his inheritance.
Would-be purchasers happened along
now and again, but for one reason or
another departed unimpressed. One
year passed—two years—three.
Then one sunny afternoon in April
Into John Pangburn’s dingy office
stalked a seedy looking youth with
worried lines about his eyes. “Look
here, Mr. Pangburn,” he begun without preamble.
“I’m hard up. Things
haven’t panned out as I hoped. What
I get in from the farm hardly pays
the taxes.
The house won’t rent.
Why the deuce doesn’t the place sell?”
Pangburn shook his head. “Henry,
I don’t know. It’s the dickens of a
ways for me to travel down with every Tom, Dick and Harry, but I’ve
wondered sometimes—do you suppose
that that Miss Andrews queers the
deal? She'll lose iter little Income if
she sells the farm.”
“Guess you’ve hit
Henry nodded.
it. And she stands to get the commission in the end. Listen, now—I’ve
The girl doesn’t know me.
an idea.
Send me down to look it over ns a
buyer and I’ll size up the situation.”
“Good scheme,” said Pangburn, “a
confounded good scheme!”
Three days later Margaret slipped
a letter into its envelope, sighing ns
she did so. “Sounds like business this
time.” she said to herself. “I’m afraid
that idiot Henry Gerrish is going to
lose his gold mine.”
That afternoon across the fields the

Nothing Unusual.
sentry post atop the Rock of
Gib, has standing orders to report
anything unusual which occurs. One
night a soldier walking near this post,
fell over the side, dropped 1,000 feet
The
and quite naturally was killed.
A

was

recovered

the

next

morn-

ing by the shore patrol. Ail of the
men who had been on duty the night
before were called up before S. O. P.
and questioned regarding the incident.
One sentry boldly admitted having
seen the man killed.
“Why didn't you report tills imme-

diately?”
“Well, sir, my orders are to report
anything unusual and I couldn't see
where there was anything unusual
about u man being killed after he falls
a thousand feet!"-—Far Seas.
Winning Nigeria.
There is no part of the world where
the movement toward Christianity is
In one year
so strong as in Nigeria.
there were more adult baptisms in
Nigeria than in the whole of India,
Ceylon and China put together. The
number of adult baptisms in linn were
as follows:
Nigeria. 7.924; India and
Ceylon, 2,714 and China, 1,790. Unlike the mass movements in India,
every stratum of society is equally

Driven

bungalow,

electric lights,
water and furnace at reasonable rates. Apply to
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,
2w40

Belfast, Maine.

we

should

never know how good
your bread can be until
bake
with
WILLIAM
TELL—and
you
you’ll never
know, how good WILLIAM TELL is for bread, cakes and

pastries until you make your own test of its superior baking
qualities, its splendid dependability and its delicious flavor.
WILLIAM TELL. at cur risk.
Satisfaction is absolutely guaranteed.

Try

Tell

your

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

Yes, the price is down—just about what
used to be before the

it

war.

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

W L COOK

WILLIAM

TlfiLL

FLOUR

Granite Monuments

Undertaker

We take them from the ledge in the quarry,
polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process" and
one small profit.

cut,

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.
Tel. 61-3

Maine.

Belfast,

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.
_

freight

FOR SALE

A. S, HEAL,

quantity of boards I
plank, 2x4, etc., suitable forj
building purposes. This lum-j
A limited

Bridge St„ Belfast,

Me.

ber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced I

prices.
HILLS,
Belfast, Maine

MILTON B.
ft28

AppleBoxes

We have them all nailed
up ready for use and in'
No waiting,
shooks.
come and get as many
as you need—one or one

Kendall & Whitney
Portland,Maine

hundred.

We have the two popular sizes, 18x18x7 and
101x111x18.

Ask Your Dealer for It

BANGOK LINE
FALL SCHEDULE

MATHEWS BROS.

Special

STEAMSHIPS

BELFAST

James—AVh.it

ever

my

baby

RE!Y ESWBER

Light Flakey

Those

Thin

At the Shopping Counter.
"I see this bed comfort is priced
much higher than the other cover-

ings.”
“A’es, madam, that is on account of
its quality.
Tt is marked up because

Pump.

BEST

4w41

year.

C. M. Conant Co.
182-196 Broad

Bangor,

Street,
Maine

and

in(

IVIN SONIC TEMPLE,

Piano

SHE USED

Delano Potter

Co.'s

BLUE DIAMOND

We want a lady or gentleman agent to
handle city trad.- in Belfast and other vacant cities. This is a wonderful opportunity as you will be retailing the genuine
J. R. Walkins’ Products, including Watkins’ Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, Garda Pace
Powder, Fruit Drinks and over 137 other
products. Write today for free sample
and particulars. The J. R. Watkins Co.,
4w41
Dept. 69, New Yoik, N Y.

ROOM 3

Tuning

|

Liability,

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

(Phone 316-3

YOU?

Pure, Wholesome

and

1 lb.

Cans, 35c.

_

Dr. Hester Brown

9

Fire,

DON’T

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

41tf

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

WHY

ALGOLA PILLS

MAINE.

Phone 126-4.

BAKING CREAM

Reiiabe.

and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST,

it.

Agents Wanted

Telephone 223-3

Expert

they are gone
You
a, jiffy.

just'try

DENTIST

on3EARTH.

Write for
catalog, get our
prices. gCost much less than last

Mama' uses MINTOL for my colds

Dr.M. C. Stephenson

it is also marked ‘Down.’ ”—Baltimore
American.

or electric
motor; we cut and fit pipe all
ready to install- It’s the Myers’

People j

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, 6af:*,
reliable treatment. Argo-Phosphate
will increase your weight with good
solid stay-there flesh and muscle.
"Write today for FREE sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Co., Malden 44, Macs.

did you do that

swers.

Notice

Biscuits MotherMade?

——

after

for?
“Because he was bom too late to
name him before him.”—London An-

Bangor Tuesdays, Thu"sJays ar d
Saturdays at 2 p. m., W interport 2,45 p. m.,
Buckspcrt 3.30 p. m., Belfast 5 p. m for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m. Leave Rockland
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 a m„

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business ail the time and if you ; Camden 5 45 a.
in., Belfast 7.15 a m, for Buckswish to buy or sell real estate of any kind j pert, Winterport and B ngor
we would be pleased to talk with you.
At Bos^tn correction is made with the Met
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
| ropolitao Lire passenger anti freight steamers
ROY G. FISH, Local Manager,
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
GEO. E. DUN TON, Agent,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me, |
Belfast, Maine,
tf47

to It.

Howell—I named
Julius Caesar.

hand, gasoline engine

Six room

they needed it. That’s why
today—now that the war is over.
when

You’ll

involved.

CASTOR1A

bath, running

boys

bread

Leave

We have pumps for every and
any kind of well, operated by

Bungalow for Rent

more

Mentioned Many Times as a
Some Importance—Has
Long Been Buried.

Artesian Wells

FOR FLETCHER’S

all eat

of

In
(lie Twelfth century Richard
Coeur de Lion partly rebuilt the Askaion fortress, and William of Tyre, the
historian of the Crusaders, describes
the town.
But it was lost beneath
layers of sand until the work of excavation began, and in the great war
it was for a long time the advance
Its
post of the British expedition.
slow emergence brings hack ancient
days and shows again how accurate
is the Bible as a book of history.

body

for the soldier

BIBLE

Children Cry

DrHobsoris
4

It?”

There’s life and health and strength in
good bread—lots of it That’s why we saved the wheat

DISTRIBUTORS OF

IN

joice.”

Noting.

itch, Knox, to Geo. W. Morand buildings in Knox.
James Speyer, the banker, who has reMcKeen, Belfast, to George turned to New York after three months
B. Dyer, do.; land and buildspent in Europe, said: “Europe is still in
st.
a very unsettled political and economic

:

LARGELY

Askaion is mentioned in tlje Bible
many times.
Judges tell of its capture by Judah when the Hebrew children swept across the Jordan from
the desert.
But it was recaptured.
Samson operated in its neighborhood,
killing in the city the 30 young men
who had induced ids Philistine wife
(not Delilah, but her predecessor) to
betray the answer to his famous riddle, and thus caused Samson to lose
a
bet.
Zeponiah foresaw that Askaion would come to a bad end, “for
Gaza would be forsaken and Askaion a desolation.”
And no one can
forget the lamentation of David over
the defeat and death of Saul, his king,
and Jonathan, his soul-brother, which
opens: “Tell it not in Gath, publish
it not In the streets of Askaion lest
the daughters of the Philistines re-

Coombs, Belfast, to Mattie
: land and buildings in Belspeed.”

lard, Waldo, to

Inst of the Uerrlshes (pro tem.) followed la amazement Margaret’s slim
figure and marveled at the words
which fell from her lips. How unfair
had I’angburn been!
“Can’t you see it?” she was de-

i

30*High Street.

lei. 320

FOR SALE
Low *price

second

nand parlor

and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

J

Nemo Corsets
Front and bacK

Fleicher’s Yarns

laced,

$4.00

to

$10.00

Spanish, Saxony,

to .fit

Germantown

each. Made

to 3.25

and

and

Knitting Worsteds

R. G. Corsets
$1.00

Peerless Night Robes

and

Silverglow

Successor to Mrs. E. P. Carle, 17 Main Street

in every wanted color

wear.

:

'

Skinner’s Satin

We ask you to measure
these garments upwith any
other make, both size and
quality, you will find none
better. We have aU sizes
for ladies and children,
79c. to $3.00 per garment.

Belfast and vicinity for the splendid patronage they have given
WE
?TUnthwk
£he
pfple
°,f
VV
juiy 6th We have been glad to welcome the old friends of this store and show them that

Undent

Forest Mills

Pajamas

Silk

Georgette
Crepe de Chene
Silk Jerseys in all

pop.

lar colors

since taking over the busing
we are here to serve them the test
know how. The steady increase in our sale from the start, we believe is good proof that our
merchandise and prices are satisfacton'
We have just completed a thorough culling of our stock in every
department. All odd lots and remnants of ever character S'
been sorted out and will be placed on our center counters Thursday morning Nov
3d, at prices that will sell them and sell
"e
believe that while the fall buying is in full swing is the best time to clean stock, for you and for us and to make this
Thii
attractive, we wilLadd to this sale the following quantity lots of NEW SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE direct from the
New Yn-t
marKet:
us

?'

qufckfv w!

1000 yards

Outing

Flannel in White, Cream and Fancy

Stripes

at

10c yd.

1 Lot

(THEY ARE WORTH MORE)

1000

yards Hamburg Edging
These

and Insertions, 10c and 15c, value, at

good quality and almost

are

a

prevent

Kemember, it

2c yd.

Suiting
_

1 Case 35 lb. Full

to you.

is no

and Dress

We have

trouble lor

us

to show

goods.

Come

m

and

see us

Flannels, Brown, BlacK

and Khaki colors at

(WORTH JUST TWICE THAT PRICE)

Sized Crochet Bad Spreads at

$1.88

..

vH
*

e

such value in bid spreads since before the
World War.
we have to offer.

seen no

and what

68c

THE STORE OF TRUE VALUES
SEARSPORT
The first Cong’l Guild met Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs.;F. B. Smith.
Miss Harriet N.

Roulstondleft

marriage to the Rev. James Wilson BixBy a typographical error we were though his business, Dean of the NationD. D., of Exeter, N. H. The single made to say last week tha'; Mr. Isaac al School of
Correspondence, is in Portring service was performed at the Bur- Littlefield and sons Edward and Irving, land.
had
to
Portland
for
gone
employment
leigh home on Saturday by Rev. Paris
Friends and neighbors of Alton T
Miller in the presence of relatives and It should have read Howlapd, Maine.
Roberts,
formerly of Stockton Springs
intimate friends. The wedding march
Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
of

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

! ler,

on

Wed-

MARKET i PAID PRODUCER
Apples, bush SI 00 * Hay,
125 00
6 Lamb,
beans, pea,
20
10
Beans, y. e.,
20
Mutton,
45a50 Potatoes,
t'utter,
1 00
24 Round Hog,
Cheese,
12
35 Straw,
Chicken,
15 00a20 00
35 Turkey,
Duck,
26a32
68 Veal,
Eggs,
16al8
35 Wood, hard, 11 00
Fowl,
32 Wood, soft,
Geese,
8 00

Bowman
Watand now of Marquette, Michigan, will be
from lohengrin was played by Mrs. Wal- erville were the week-end guests of Mrs.
I
pleased to learn of the high honors ben Boston.
ter
The
house
decorations
Burleigh.
were
Fred
Ellis
and
Mr.
Ellis
of
Edgar
Cape I stowed
j
j
Mr. Roberts
upon him recently.
Misses Isabel Frame and Ruth Bean a beautiful arrangement of asparagus ! Jellison. Mr. Bowman is the owner of
has been elected to act as chairman of
have returned to the Maine Central In- ferns, autumn leaves, cosmos and roses, the Denslow cottage at the Cape and has
j
the reception committee for the Amerimaking an attractive setting for the ! at times occupied it.
stitute after a short holiday.
can Legion, to receive and welcome the
white
and
veil worn by the
crepe gown
The Searsport Band furnished music
Mrs. Susie Rendell, who has occupied
visiting delegates from all over the
bride. Mrs. Bixler is a graduate of Smith
RETAIL PRICE
for the Hallowe’en dance following the
RETAIL MARKET
the so-called John Davis house for some world who
are
arriving to attend the j
and for several years has been an
College
Beef,
2 20
corned, 30a32 Lime,
pictures Monday evening.
moved
to
Mr.
Michael
Cor
time,
Monday
Armament Conference at Washington, j
|
Butter salt,
instructor at Robinson Seminary, Exeter. I
18a32 Oats,
62
bett’s house near the station, which she At the dinner
Miss Margaret Littlefield, S. H. S., ’21,
tendered
by President Corn,
75 Oat Meal,
5
Dr. Bixler is pastor of the Congregational !
rents furnished, Mr. Corbett boarding
has returned to the Eastern Maine State
Cracked
75 Onions,
corn,
Harding to Admiral Diaz of Italy, Ad- j
6
church of Exeter and is well known in !
Corn
with
her
for
the
i
75 Oil, kerosene, 20a21
present.
meal,
Normal School after a brijef visit with
miral Beatty of England and General
Massachusetts and Connecticut.
32 Pollock,
8
her parents.
Mrs. L. M. Partridge passed another Jacques of Belgium were guests, also the Cheese,
Cotton
j
2
75 Pork,
seed,
19
the courtesy of Landlord
Through
milestone on life's journey on Saturday, Secretaries of State, War and Navy and Cranberries,
Two cow moose have recently been
20 Rye meal,
7
Grinnell the Kanetota Blue Birds and six : it
being her 89th birthday. She was well Alton T. Roberts, chairman of the Amer- Clover seed, 32a35 Shorts,
seen at the Harbor and a big bull moose
1 40
of their small friends enjoyed a Hallow- remembered
10 40a 14 00 Sugar,
7
by many friends, among ican reception committee. Mr. Roberts Flour,
has frequently appeared in the Sargent
H. G. seed,
5 00 Salt, T. 1., bus. 1 25
e’en party at the Grinnell Inn on Satur- other
things being a fine birthday cake served with credit as an officer during
district within the past week.
18 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
5
day afternoon. The music room was from the ladies Staples and Spalding.
j the World War, has served as State SenMrs. Wm. E. Grinnell reached home
made festive with conventional black
ator
from
| Word has been received of the arrival
Michigan and now holds many
HORN
Saturday morning from Foxboro, Mass.,
cats, witches and Jack-o’lanterns four' of
He seems to give
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Gridin in prominent positions.
accompanied by her son Flint, who is ot the
Camp Fire group acted as a rec pCROSS, In Searsmont, Oct. 30, to Mr.
Sacramento, Cal. and at present they are promise of a very brilliant future.—M. C. and Mrs. Harold
convalescing from a recent illness.
M. Cross, a son, Edwin
tion copimittee and Mrs. A. E. Trundy,
at their daughter’s home,
quarantined
Ames.
Services will be resumed at the r irsl Mrs, Lincoln L. Colcord and Mrs. Grin-:
1
her younger child, little Grace, being ill
Grinnell
In Montville, Oct. 27, to
and Second Cong’l Churches next Sun- neli were matrons. A short ceremonial
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grinnell, a daughter.
The case is a mild
with scarlet fever.
closed
have
Both
been
morning.
RANDALL.
In
day
Oct. 29, to Mr.
program was followed by an nour or j one.
Capt, A, A. Ginn is some beltei at and Mrs, WilliamBelfast,
M. Randall, a daughduring the annua! vacation of the pastor. games and a story told in a dusky corner [
this writing.
Marian.
ter,
Mr. Edward T Clifford and wife were
Although delightfully mild, winter lighted by pumpkin eyes gave the proper j
OXTON
In Montville, Oct. 31, to Mr
Capt. and Mrs. W. IJ. Harriman and
Sunday guests of their daughter, Mrs
and Mrs. William Oxton, a son.
birds are in evidence. Pine grosbeaks, atmosphere for the figure in trailing robes
son
W
illiam
returned
to
their
home
in
Gerry Harding’ They were joined there
j Roberts In Belfast, Oct. 30, to Mr. I
snow buntings and northern shrikes have
that emerged from the shadows to tell ]
and Mrs. Leslie Roberts, a son, Stanley
by their daughter, Miss Grace, for whom Rockland last week.
arrived, and juncos, chickadees, nut fortunes. Candies and pop corn were ]
Mrs. Ralph Ladd and children of Brew- Edward.
they had arranged a little surprise, in-I
hatches and downy woodpeckers are served and the afternoon closed with the
W ESTOVER.
In
Oct. 24, to
eluding a number of pretty gifts, Monday er were week-end visitors here with Mr. I Mr. and Mrs. JamesBelfast,
everyday visitors.
Westover, a son—
dancing of the Virginia Reel. The guests
and Mrs. E. W. Grindle.
being her birthday.
Elmer Phillips.
were Ellen Frame, Mary Havener, Inez
Manager G. R. Wilson says that the
Mrs. George Mansfield and son EdMr. and Mrs. Frank Allen arrived 1
Colcord, Jane Fletcher, Alice Trundy,
bal
a
basket
season
good
prospect for
MARRIED.
Alice Gray, Clifton from their present home in Lewiston, ! ward of Jonesport and Mrs. C. R. Hil*
Virginia
Trundy,
looks bright and if last year’s record, 15
and daughter Catherine of W'interport i
Christine
Tuesday.
have
Florence
sold
their
They
;
recently
Fletcher,
Ramsdell,
CaMPBELL-CLARK. In Camden, Oct.
games out of 18, is any indication, there
house in this village to Mr. Bion B. San- ! called on relatives here last Friday.
and Louise Grinnell.
18, by Rev. H. I. Holt, Robert A Campwill be some fast ones playeil by the home Irving
bell
of Belfast and Lucia Ella Clark of
born.
The Allens remained at Mrs. Lib- !
team. Joshua Curtis has :been elected
Camden.
their sojourn.
Girls Leave Home”—a photoby’s
during
“Why
treasurer.
Nev
and
Clair
Shute,
captain,
Conner-McRenney. In Troy, Oct.
Mr. Alden S. Hichborn, son of Hon. C. dr_ma revealing the poignant phases of 28, Mr. Frank J. Conner and Mrs. Ellie
eral new men have been added to last
1 modern
M. McKenney, both of Troy.
domesticity.
The schooner Lizzie D. Small recently S Hichborn cf Augusta,- accompanied by
year’s line up, so that there will be plenty
FLANDERS-BOWDEN. In Belfast, Oct.
of material to draw from and a few games finished loading laths and sailed for New his wife and two nephews, dined Thurs29, by Rev. Charles W Martin, Arthur
»
York.
day with their aunts, the Misses Mary j
are already scheduled,
C. Flanders and Angie M. Bowden, both
of Belfast.
Mrs. Smart of Winterport came to and Harriet D. Hichborn. Mr. Hichborn
The annual election of officers of the
Mr. Edgar Keith of Bangor was in
Mrs. L. S. Titcomb’s on Friday, remain- is in the bond business, being the head of !
j
First Cong’l Guild was held at a special
town several days last week tuning ]
the branch office in Augusta.
DIED.
ing until Sunday.
business meeting and the following ofMr. and Mrs. J. M. Parker have reach- pianos.
has
returned
Miss
Ruth
Merrithew
Mrs.
ficers elected for the coming year:
DUNBAR.
In Plymouth, Mass., Oct.
Mrs. E. G. Cox is book-keeping in the
is again on ed their destination—Whittier, Calif.—
Nathan Gilkey, president; Mrs. A. E. from Rockland, Mass., and
29, Mrs. Edward H. Dunbar, aged 62
A.
E.
Chase
Co.
and
store
the
are charmed with the country.
absence j
A I
during
years, 9 months and 26 days.
Trundy, vice president; Mrs. F. B. Smith, duty at the telephone office.
sister of Mr. Parker’s was the lodestone of her husband.
KNOWLES. In Lewiston, Oct. 24, Mrs.
Mr. Percy L. Hupper is having a cetreasurer. A harvest supper is announced
that drew them to that particular place
R. L. Merritt, G. A. Prime, E. G. Cox j Grace Knowles, aged 93 years and five
as the opening event of the winter’s social
ment walk made in front of his store. It
months.
(Troy was ner former home.) if
where they have purchased a piece of and the Abbot
boys of Knox have gone j
MCDONALD. In Concord, Mass., Oct.
work. Mrs. Albert Closson and Mrs. El- will be a great improvement.
land and are erecting two bungalows, one up river on their annual
hunting trip.
\ 27. Miss Helen Augusta McDonald, forbert Monroe will be the committee in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McMann and
for their own occupancy and the other
merly of Belfast, aged 77 years.
Mr. Henry Kam of Buffalo, N. Y., has
charge. Tile date is Nov. 8.
children are occupying the chambers of for
PITCHER. In Belfast, Oct. 29, Thomas
renting.
purchased and moved onto the Walter E. W. Pitcher, aged 90 years, 11 months and
The present week is a busy one at the the Capt. E. S. Shute house.
The Hallowe’en party given Friday Gibbs farm on Pond
Hill, South Brooks. 14 days.
Mr. Freeman Harriman came from night in Hichborn’s Hall
High school for in addition to the usual
SPROWL. In Portland, Oct. 24, Mrs.
by the School
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chas.
Jenkensand daugh- Ella B.
to
be
are
intro- Sunshine Friday for a few days with his
work two lunch counters
Sprowl, formerly of Freedom,
League of the Grammar, Intermediate ter Hazel and Mr. and
Mrs. John Jenkeus aged 68 years.
duced. On Tuesday four Sophomores, family. He returned Monday.
and Primary grades, proved very enjoySARGENT. In Portland, Oct. 31, Miss
of Monroe motored to Belfast to visit
Esther Eaton, Ruby Davis, Katherine
Mr. Charles roster had the pleasant (?) able and successful.
Au admission of 5
Frances A. Sargent of Belfast, aged 38
relatives Sunday.
Curtis and
Martha Duncan dispensed
his
tonsils
years, 9 months and 23 days.
experience of having
removed, cents was charged. Box lunches and
The Ladies Aid Society will meet with
WHITE In Belfast, Nov. 1, Mrs. Leonfudge to secure money for the purpose of
home-made candy was on sale, netting
recently, by Dr. Woods of Bangor.
Mrs. George A. Roberts this (Thursday) ard O. White, aged 64 years.
tuning the piano and on Thursday four
the
League about $15.00. Games were
Miss Esther Plummer, a student at the
Seniors will sell sandwiches at the mornafternoon. Much work is being done for
E. M. C. Seminary at Bucksport, visited played throughout the evening and a
the fair and play Nov. 17th.
ing recess for the benefit of the graduasocial
time
general
enjoyed.
Miss Louise Shute from Friday to Sunday.
tion fund. Tney are Frances Rogers,
Miss Laura E. Jones who has been
Miss Ruth Merrithew went to SearsMrs. Annie Verrill is home for a brief
Frances Bailey, Myra Webber and Alice
visiting for several weeks in North Vasfor
the night with her sister
port Friday,
stay and upon her return to
Porter.
salboro, Seeboomook and Augusta arrived
take her son Frank, placing him in the and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson.
home the first of this weeK.
Miss Prudence Grinneli and Miss Elizathe
three
motored
to
Saturday
Bangor,
city schools.
Hollis W. Jones who has employment
beth Sawyer entertained their school
at night and remaining for
Mr. Horace M. Noyes, who has been returning
friends at the Inn on Friday evening.
with the father and mother, Mr. in Seeboomook, Me., sent a large buck
Sunday
the guest of his nephew. Mr. James Mardeer to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
The young people were chaperoned by
and Mrs. S. B. Merrithew.
Tuesday Mr.
den, for a couple of weeks, has returned
Mrs. C. O. Sawyer assisted by Miss Kathand Mrs. Colson left for Camden where Jones, last week. Shipping weight was
to his home in Vinalhaven.
Fruit punch, cakes and
Dow.
eryn
he has purchased a grocery store and 17a lbs.
Mrs. Morton Carleton and children of
candies were served and the decorations
where they will live for the future.
Next Sunday, being the Sunday before
motored down Saturday rewere in keeping with the season.
Danc- Winterport
The Hallowe’en dance in Denslow Hall Armistice Day, Rev. Thomas H. Martin
ing and games were enjoyed from seven- maining till Sunday night with her par- on Oct. 27th proved an
of the Congregational church here will
enjoyable affair.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb.
thirty till ten. The guests were Ruby ents,
McKeen’s orchestra furnished the music deliver a special sermon at the afternoon
Mr. Percy Harding of Prospect Ferry
and Mina DaVis, Gladys Rose, Orilla
as usual and although the hall was not meeting and everyone is requested to attend this meeting.
Whitcomb, Martha Duncan, Inez Gray, called Saturday on his cousin, Mrs. decorated for the occasion
owing to the
Valerie Croce, Carl Croce, Carl Sawyer, Frank Harding, who lives with her son’s,
Mr. W. n. Lane and family of Houlton
use
of it by the boy’s basket ball team
William Goodell, Jr., George Littlefield, Mr. Gerry Harding’s family.
the lower room was elaborately adorned have been spending a few days with his
Burton Bailey, Fred Grinneli, Horace
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat motored with the
customary yellow and black and mother, Mrs. Lida Lane, here in the vil*
against La Grippe and its
and Donald Porter.
to Belfast Sunday with the Misses Leora the dancers
presented with many pretty lage. Mr. Lane is a salesman for The
dangerous effects.
and Nellie Hichborn as guests
Partridge
Eastern Furniture Co. of Bangor.
favors.
The second of the series of Camp Fire
When weather is variable, when you
an inspection of the new bridge.
suppers was given Friday in the Service forj
Friends of the family of the late Mr.
Don’t forget that there will be eleven
have exposed yourself, become chilled
Griffin
returned
Mr.
Norman
from
his
Rooms by Frances Rogers and Minerva
George Frye, formerly of this village, reels of the biggest and best moving picthrough or walked in damp shoes—don’t
Gray. The guests were Mrs. J. H. and hunting trip to Northern Maine early will be interested to learn that the daugh- tures ever shown in this village at Crockdelay. Get C. B. Q. quickly. Fortify against
Martha Duncan, Orilla Whitcomb, Glad- last week, bringing with him a deer ter, Lucile, after 18 years of separation
the consequences of a serious Cold.
etts Theatre next Saturday night. It is
ys Rose, Anne Rogers, Ruth Bean and which he kindly shared with his friends. from her husband, Mr. Edwin Vander- a Holman Day Production and the scenes
Depend on Hill’s—Standard remedy for
Isabel Frame. The table appointments
Mr. Earl Grant, Principal of tbe High gaw wai reunited to him in marriage Oct. are
two generations. Tablet form. Quickest
photographed in Maine.
to act.
A huge pumpkin School, attended the Teachers’ Conven- 5th at the family home in
were most attractive.
Agawam,
bowl filled with fruit occupied the center ticn in Portland. In consequence, the I Mass. This is Mr, Vandergaw’s first
Demand red box bearing Mr. Hill’s portrait and signature.
and small Jack-o’lanterns were used as school had Thursday and Friday as holi- visit East, during these 18 years, he hav-

nesday of last week for

a

few weeks’ visit

Buys
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Pound of

Extra fancy Coffee.

37c lb

NOYES

OR

Maleberry Coffee
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By C. P. CONNERS.
Its Attorney.

Bankrupt's Petition

10 Main St, Belfast, Maine.
Stores also:

In the matter of

Postage Prepaid

Except

51.00 Mail Orders,

Sugar.

John

:

j

t

]

j

Belfast^ril]

Colds Become
Serious

Cures Within
24 Hours
QJAFEGUARD

candle

shades.

Creamed

salmon

was

chafing dish and salad, individual pumpkin pies and hot chocolate
completed the menu. Fortunes were told
and the potency of various charms discussed, while the place cards (huge fruit
flavored lollypops) were devoured.

served from

a

days.
The Masonic Hall is

being thoroughly

ing spent the time in California, where
he had been located in business.

redecorated with walls painted in two
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat returned
tones of green and woodwork ivory white. from their auto trip to Portland, Thurs
The work is in charge of Mr. Alfred day night
They report a fine trip with
attendance at the Jefferson theatre TuesFayle.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Philips, son Lucien day and Wednesday evenings to bee E.
The many Searsport friends of Mias and daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe in “HamClara Burleigh, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Holbrook, all of Camden, arrived let” and “The Taming of the Shrew.”
John Burleigh of South Berwick, will be Saturday for the week-end with Mrs. They visited their son, Mr. Crawford
interested in the following account of her Philips' sister, Mrs. L. S. Titcomb.
Treat,' who lives in So. Portland, al-

At All Druggists—30 Cents
W. H. HILL

COMPANY,

DETROIT

ibOoy

BROOKS BRANCH
Christine A.

Jones, Manager

FOR SALE
Low mice second nand

Pays
on

2 Per Cent Interest

checking

accounts.

parlor

and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

Bor 68,

For

Cook

of

ORDER OF

them,

too.

At home Saturdays at 11 a. m.
Also Sundays.
2w44

D. E.

R.

Unity,

in

SMITH,
Belfast,

Maine

Sale

the A. B. Whitten Homestead, located
at East Northport, on shore road opposite

postoffice.

|
*

Good sea view, easy access to the shore;
and one-half acres of good tillage land;
about fifty apple trees in bearing; buildings in
good repair; situated near school and church
and about one mile from Northport Campground. furniture and a complete equipment
for a home can be bought with the homestead
if desired. Cottage at Birch Crest belonging
estate is also tor sale. Apply t
JOHN R DUN TON or
RALPH I. MORSE,
Bank
Savings
Building, Belfast, Me.

it

!

NOTICE THERE

Deputy

three

to the

j

the

District of Maine, Northern Divisie
On this 29th day of October, A. 1
reading the foregoing petitionit is
Ordered by the Court, That a
had upon the same on the.9th day of l
A. I). 1921, before the said Court at
said District, Northern Division, ai :
in the forenoon; and that notice
published in The Republican Journa
paper printed in said District, N«-i
vision, and that all known creditors,
persons in interest, may appear a:
time ai d place, and show cause,
have, why the prayer of said petitinot be granted.
And it is further Ordered by the (
the Clerk shall send by mail to
creditois copies of said petition a:
der, addressed to them at their platdence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence B
of the said Court, and the teal tBangor, in th- Northern Division of
trict, on the 29th day of October, A
ISABEL SHEEH
[L. S J

25c to 50c per doz.

j

j

Wherefore he preys, That he n.
ihe Court to have a full dische *
debts provable against his estate
bankrupt Acts, except such debts
cepten by law trim such discharge
Dated this 21st day of September.
JOHN K, COOK, h,

Danily Haid Min
ul Fancy Cards
Some class to

Discha

John R

by

FOR

j

-S]

bankruptcy.

YOUR ORDERS

—

for

t

to bankruptcy; that he hasdu'y surr
hie property and rights of
proper:
fully complied w ith all the rtquiremActs and of the orders of Court

SEND IN

BROOKS

j
3

Waldo and State of Maine, in si,,
respectfully represents, that on
of September, last past, he was du
bankrupt under the Acts of Cong'-

STOCKTON SPRINGS

j

,

*u 'i!
Cook, Bankrupt,
the Hon. Clarence Hale, Jtdg,
trict Court of the United States
trict of Maine.

GUARANTEED”
on
on

7,

To

PITT SFIELD.C A M DEN. RO C K L A ND

“EVERYTHING

_

NUTTER

MANUFACTURING

38c ib.

DIRECT IMPORTING CO-

■

>

Manufacturing

36c lb,

OR

Three Blend Coffee.

Deed,,

Now, therefore, by reason of the
the conditions
thereof, the said N;
ter
Company clam
closure of said
mortgage and gives
tor that purpose.
Dated at Bangor. Maine, this tw
day of October. A. D. 1921.

OR

j

,.

■"!

Book 328, Page 80. County Registry
And whereas the conditions of
gage have been broken:

BENEFIT BRAND
Standard Coffee
31 c lb.

|

!

...

pi/*■*& rf

Bought

1

adjuining

ONE POUND

PROSPECT FEtfRY

|

parcel of land situate in Burnh»
be mg bounded as
follows: being
half of lot No. 7. south
of Sebast:.
and
the river and the lirt
described in a
from W. R. Pushor to
William 1
ated June 24.
1*61. and recorded
to.ut.ty
of Deeds, Book
IbA excepting a d
reserving all ri;
public in the highwuy across said
the same
premises conveyed iv A
Burke by Ad* E. Davidson
by her ...
November 13, 1917, ami recorded
on Rage 202 „
bd
E. Davidson having pun
premises hereby
of her
conveyed
red Davidson.
Being the same prveyed to Frank M. Fairbanks by A,
Burke by his deed dated Oetob.
it

Registry

1c

j

j

fsl'svv"
,Ute

Fri., Sat.,
Nov. 3-4-5 only

When

p.

County of Penobscot, State of Mum.
lowing described real estate, viz: « '. V
or

Thurs.,

WHOLE
HEAD

Foreclosure5

Wfcewas Frank M. Fairbanks of
!" the bounty of Somerset. Stste i,f

h.s mortgage d«d dated
March 24
“nii,r"“ril'J *n Waldo Registry ,,’f | I. J*
,lK> J^x’ faFe 100, conveyed to the
*
signed. Noyes * Nutter Ma'nufacly
1
’•w*'*
Maine al‘d bavin, ;,r
lisheH
°.f
lishcd place of business at
Rang

SALE

j

|

!

ONE CENT

j

Notice ot

i

TheBenefitSlores

PRODUCE

A true copy of petition and order t
Attest: ISABEL SHEFb

Deputy

same

4w44

i

BANGOB LINE
FALL SCHEDULE

NOTICE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAS

To the Stockholders of the Belfast Budd-

ing Company:
There will be a special meeting on Nov.
8th, 7.30 p. m., at the City building, to
hear a report of the treasurer, to consider
contract with the Leonard,Stevens,
Bearce Co. and to transact any other busi
ness which may legally come before this
meeting. All persons who have paid their
pledges in full are entitled to a stock certificate which may be obtained at the
Savings Bank.
O. E. FROST, President.
a new

Leave

Ban tor Tuesdays. Thu >
Saturdays at 2 p. m., V\ interport
Bucksport 3 30 p. m., Belfast 5 p. m
de.
Rockland anu Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays,
and Fridays at 5 p.m. Lea\
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
Canid* n 5 45 a. m., Belfast 7.15 a in.
port, Winterport and B: ngor

days

Belfast.

WANTED
immediately, for ten days, 5

or

6

men

cut hard wood. Good wages paid. Camp
the lot with stove. Parties can board
themselves or I will board them.
JOEL WOOD, Northport.
Iw44

WANTEtT

Wm. Knowlton & Sons, Mfrs, want
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies and
children’s hats at their plant in West Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent opportunity for ambitious girls. Ideal living conditions. Transportation advanced.
For further information communicate at
once with Max H. Golden, 102 Exchange
44tf
St., Portland, Me.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CAST'O R I A

;

IV

WANTED
to

on

YOUNG WOMEN

j

At Boston connection is made wit!
opolitan Lir e express freight steNew York via Cape Cod Canai.
GEO. E. DUN TON, A^e

District Manager or General Agei
complete line of fruits for the orhome, roses, shrubs and ornamental
A

landscape work and sell street trees,
employ sub-agents for nearby territ
or

full time.

ly,

Write

Permanent position. IV
Hill Nurseries.

Q&ker

New York Slate, and let
ticulars.

tell you
Iw44

us

<

Trespass Notice
notified

All persons

are

hereby

uj

the properties „f th<
Corporation of America, gunning
ting wood, removal of wood or
oi
way entering upon the grounds
Corporation, without permission, tli
plying to the 360 acres west of Con-.
2w44
Street.
Radio corporation of am

trespassing

on

Obrin J. Dicker, Agent

!

|

|

